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COUNTY OF COLFAX

Wit

HUNT IS GOVERNOR

U. S. GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENT HAS ISSUED

A UNANIMOUS DECISION

AND GO RIGHT ON

CONTROVERSY
WHICH
HAD BEEN PENDING SINCE

TAKING
PROCLAMATION
PROPALL
OF
POSSESSION
ERTIES AT NOON TODAY;
HCADOO APPOINTED

TwV.l

'heeraemfouhnt
contestee.
from
tl,e
Except
rtSi s0 Paid
blen hdl?V at'leasi
Hr
1
2S per cent, more of th. traffic thani
?JZ""lm
Appellant and '"f.
was deemed possible.
his costs in this court.
McAdoo Director General
Superior Court Is Reversed
"The judgment of the superior
la tha proclamation was announced
the apponitmant of W. G. McAdoo, court is reversed with directions to
Secretary of the Treasury, to be di- -' enter judgment in accordance here-rectgeneral of the railroads. He with."
will be ia supreme control of main-- 1
Owing to the tact that there is no
tenanco anal operation. One of his Arizona state statute specially gov- first orders, it is predicted, will balerning election contests of this char- -,
to eliminate all competition, insofar acter, the courts were without statu- it compe itlon will interfere witn tory guidance.
effectiveness of the service.
Fifteen Days For Appeal
Brotherhoods Pledge Support
Fifteen davs is the time allowed!
court for appeal
I
t
r .f
.t
,by the.. supreme
mere
is a general oeiier inai
No further
dec.s.on
organiaatioa. of th. Mv.r.l railroad rom however, will be taken by
a. now c.n.titutad. will !on'
Th. opinio, has '"""p
b.
V
wl L to" A d
pr..Jd that Judge Robert
of Ve
.3. Lovetf, former head of the Harri- - PeoPIe
PJlr Ldn
ma. lines, will serve in an advisory
the
Representative, of four of, Allowing
.pity.
No Pay For Campbell
the railroad brotherhoods held a!
conference yesterday with the Pres-- i The decision handed down today
dent, and pledged their loyalty to reserves the court below and finds
Tha that Hunt was elected and is
government administration.
demand of the brotherhoods tied to all the emoluments, of the of-fa largo increase in pay will not fice for the term beginning January
bo settled for some weeks yet, it is 1. 1917. Campbell has served as de
believed.
facto governor for 11 months and
three weeks without salary.
The state aud;tor refused to issue
SENATOR FALL SUPPORTS
warrants for the salary of the govTHE ADMINISTRATION IN
ernor, pending the decision, but has
EVERY WAY POSSIBLE issued warrants for the salaries of

Z3?t!i

?er

STni

h"

or

his appoin.tees.
The senior senator from New Mex- ico, Albert B. Fall, just now stands MAN WHO SHOT SHERIFF
forth as one of the leading national
IS NOT SLACKER, SAYS;
figures, he being one of the few senHELD TO GRAND JURY
ators grasping the magnitude of the
struggle forced upon this nation and Charles Glover, who was wounded
in
... .
.
things every time
doing
e
... ffnthe right
in a ticint wttn snerin n. .. uregK
mni. u Arf- -.
and a deputy
Roosevelt
county
Fall
is
efficient.
the
Senator
nation
at Elida on
admitted leader of those republicans sheriff, Mr. Kornegay,
was
hejd by a Un.ted
who made it possible for Wilson to November 20,
commission at Portales to
get through his most important and-; States
grand
reaching war measures. Fall se- wait onaction of ofthe federal
failing to register
charges
cured for the Wilson administration )ry
and
draft
for
'he
resisting
the needed republican votes and held
on the firing line, when almost.""C. Rodey special agent of
Pearce
failed.
have
man
would
other
any
He urged more powers for the pres- - the. department of justice, whoPort-a- ll
and more speed in acting on Presented the prosecution at
proposed legislation, but even the ales, returned to Albuquerque last
democratic leaders got "cold feet", week.
On Cot At Hearing.
believing it best to advance more
slowly. Now the entire nation is Glover, who was wounded three
trying to place the blame for the times, had not fully recovered and
failure to get action in proper time th hearing was held in the iail at
and this administration will soon bePortales. Glover lay on his cot at
looking around for a goat, white the hearing. The hearing was
always against the administra- - ferred until a physician declared him
tion until the declaration of war, to be out of danger. Glover w
stands out as the one man able to j unable to furnish the $20,000 bail
into the future and judge right- -' quired by the commissioner and he
y. ine indications now are uiai was taken to the Chaves county jail
wilt
be the real leader on the at Roswell. He Was transferred on
he
republican side during the present a cot in an express car.
session. Tucumcari American.
Glover sa.id, according to Special
Agent Rodey, that he was older than
men
subject to draft. He pleaded
GERMANS TRY TO POISON
31
maximum age limit for
RED CROSS BANDAGES not years theto the
charges. Portales
guilty
News.
26.
A
to
O.,
Dec
Cleveland,
plot
inread wholesale death among the QUAY COUNTY PROPERTY
OWNERS PAY TAXES FAST
soldiers of America and her allies
has been exposed and frustrated
here.
During the first of the taxpaying
Revelations of the conspiracy wrr season County Treasurer John Eager
made today when it became known reports that he wrote 1 288 tax rethat department of justice agents ceipts. At this rate the rush will
were hunting the perpetrators of the be over within the next three weeks.
deed. Three thousand four hundred Mr. Eager says that owing to the
surgical dressings rolled by patriot- fact that the rolls were recaived
ic women in Toledo were infected early this year the. office wi'l be
by a mysterious greenish poison able to keep up with the work of
while in transit between Toledo and handling the taxes. There will be
Cleveland Immediately the band- about 8000 receipts in all to write.
On Tuesday of this week the ofThe poisoned
ages were burned.
bandages were part of periodical fice deposited the sum of $35761.15
shipments received at the Jpcal head- of tax money. This is probably the
quarters of the lake division, which largest bank deposit of tax money
the office hat ever made in single
comprises Ohio, Indiana and
day. Tucumcari Son.
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By Theodore Rootevelt, Copyright,
Yesterday' morning at ten o'clock,
1917, by The Kantas City Star. Used district court opened with Judge T.
u. ueio pressing, mose wno were
by special permitiion.
Senator Chamberlain has rendered convicted at the last term of the
a public service by presenting the court and those who plead guilty,
xfTBsv
bill to provide universal obligatory were brought before the Judge to
military training for all the young receive their sentences. Albino Lomen of the nation. Senator Wads pez, charged with iarceny, was the
worth has rendered a public service first on the list, and was sentenced
by pushing the senatorial investiga to from '2 to 2 years in the penin"
hi"
'&
rm A
.'.::::.:::
tW;'
tion of our lamentable military
tentiary. The sentence was suspendCongressman Medill ed during the good behavior of the
McCormick has rendered a public defendant.
service by showing that we have
Fred Allen, charged with assault
heavily burdened our war worn ally, with intent to kill, was sentenced
trance, by demanding from her the from two or two and one-hayears
guns which it was inexcusable in us in the penitentiary. VVhen Allen
was asked if he had anything to say,
not previously to have built.
wa
These three services all hang to- he replied that he asked for the
of the court, and that he would
gether. Senator Chamberlain's proposal is to supplant selective con- like to have a show.
1918-W- hat
unhas
war
after
begun by
scription
Nothing To Sas-Sabino Atencia, when asked if he
iversal service, which would probably mean the avoidance of war al- had anything to say why sentence
together. It was a grave misfortune should not be passed upon him, he
zen of France walked up and rethat at the outset of this war we did replied " Nothing". He was convictUNCLE SAMS BOYS
ceived it. Then Sartta Claus' assist- PRESIDENT ONE OF
not call for a million volunteers and ed of larceny and given from one 'to
ants, who were certain designated
at the same time put all the young two and one-hayears.
soldiers, distributed the candy, fruit
Antonio Martino. who was tried
men between 19 and 22 into the trainand small tbys to all.
WORLD'S LEADERS
ENJOY CHRISTMAS
and
some
has
been
convicted
There
on
a
ing camps.
very
charge of permitThere were entertainments of simigross favoritism in granting exemp ting gambling on his premises, was
lar nature throughout) the army zone
tion and, moreover, the men between handed a Christmas package in the
festivities
Christmas eve,
and 31 include a high percentage snape ot six months in jail and a
Hi THOUGHT REALM 22
WHILE GUNS ROAR on
were planned ' for Christmas day at
of married men and of others who fine of $500.
;'
some places.
ought not to go to war at present.
Joseph Polk, convicted of assault
This unwise, wasteful and inefficient and unlawful intercourse, was senSailors Not Forgotten
should
be
not
The
tenced
from five to six years.
Brit-- '
patched up.
HOLDS MORAL LEADERSHIP system
SOLDIERS OF AMERICAN EX- isn vv ?f Americancd, Flotillauicin
nation sorely needs, both as a war James H. Holly, convicted of unlcc.
airrs,
iy
a
and
measure
as
policy,
lawfully discharging firearms in a
permanent
FORCE IN ciated Press.) Every sailor in the
AND IS MASTER OF PHRAS the immediate introduction
PEDITIONARY
of uni-- l settlement, was sentenced from nine
flotilla had a real American ChristTO versa! military training and service! months to one year.
FRANCE RECEIVE GIFTS mas. The sailors ate turkey and
ES, BUT IS UNABLE
.
n
m
i
Joe Hayes, charged with larceny,
'In. "all mi- .'Aim N
mine pie and had all the other trim--iii c rnrnnncPHl asked
SUBORDINATES
ENCHOOSE
FROM HOME, THEN
bo
dinthat the court be merciful on
a
with
Christmas
that
go
mings
Retultt Are Inevitable
him, and was sentenced from nine
ner. There was music at meal time
ABILITY
TERTAIN CHILDREN
OF
and
Senator Wadswortli
represen- months to one year.
and a few extra hours off duty and
tative McCormick arc in straight, Check Artitt Among Number
each sailor was happy.
inevithe
fashion
forward
showing
Harry Henderson, the check artist,
was a bit angered at old
Jackie
when asked if guilty or not guilty,
table results of the policy of
With the American Army in France, Santa Clans for being late with his
(New York Tribune)
which we have follow- replied in the affirmative, but had
There are two wholly different conMonday. Dec. 24 (By the Associated parcels, letters and cards from the
Press.) The American expeditionary folks back home, but he consoled ditions which have combined to pro- ed for three and a half years, and nothing to say why sentence should
force tonight capitulated to Santa liitneplf with ihp thmicrht that he duce the situation which now exists which the administration,
through not be pased. He was given from
Claus. With a light snow falling every will be happy when, he finally pets in Was ihington. In the first place, secretary Baker, now actually ad- - one to one and one-hayears.
bound
were
and
chaos
confusion
our
man in General Pershing's army
tolVnratp as
permanent policy. J. L. Gumm, pleading) guilty to unthem.
which
be
shown
transformation
has
Wadsworth
a
might
attend
Senator
cavalrymen, artillerylawfully killing animals, had nothing
doughboys,
Admiral Sims Attends
ibe compared to suddenly changing yond possibility of anything except' to say when asked why sentence
men, marine engineers, "mule skincorner peanut stanfl into a ter- - wilful misrepresentation that ne nas sentence should not be passed, except
ners" stopped work as the sun went The feature of the Christmas atcele
the minai station for a trunk line rail no
down and started in to do the bid- bration was an entertainment
partisan purpose whatever ana that he asked for the court to show
ciud notise, it was stag- - way,
Lthat the . investieratioa is designed mercy, the court sentenced him from
ding of the jovial saint temporarily naval base
soldiers
and
officers
.
.
American
Lnlntif
ed
f
tl t 3 fl rl one to two years, whereupon Gumm
J
t
In rmiEK flu. nni'prn
by
in command.
.
.
:
from the famous Black Watch regi- - . .
the nublic to ereater efforts in speed- - politely thanked the court.
First there was a rush to open ment.
'..
Artm,iral Mms. who came all .
war. Tln committee on
James Lacey, charged with gamblu;cfr 'x ,,,,i:,;nn shrinking inc uu the
the Christmas packafes from home the
of the senate is showing no ing, came before the court and pled
way from London to be with his..
centralization.
military
for during the day mail truck
,
a smil-. wa
over
the
we
realize
that
boys
h"hdys
which
was a task
a
guilty and was fined $50 and costs,
partisanship. They
after mail truck had arrived in the
While the show was cou,d war 5tatebe
and three months in jail, the sennQt haye
ar(.ompIished ; cannot win the war merely by
various towns where the troops are ing spectator.
a
ashore,
"iwdm
event in weeks or in monthj. In nou.vcing programs. They realize that tence being suspended during good
quartered, loaded to the top with thirty singers from
, le Renius we have a long road to travel and behavior.
'wor(J
however
presents.
.
the rounds of the destroyers in the,
nrform the 'that we have made a slow start. John Beck and Walter Hall, who
Get Into New Finery
church
carols.
Special
harbor, singing
had previously pled guilty to contremendous work, there was bound They wish to help the administraWith their new sweaters on, new services fdr the sailors were held to
be initial confusion and chaos, tion and, in order to do this, it is ducting a gambling game, were fm
the
ed $50 each and costs, and sentenctruth.
tell
to
pipes in their teeth, some of them ashore .
and much of the situation in Wash- imperative
ed to three months in jail, which
smoking fragrant cigars, the men of
Truth And Have Faith
Get
is the result of ineviington
today
the army thpn set to work in earnest AMERICAN FEDF.RATFD LABOR table difficulties. Napoleon himself
Some of the fault for the pres- sentence was suspended during good
of
children
making it merry for the
PASSES STRONG RESOLUTION could not have organized America ent situation is due to the short behavior.
France.
One Was A Woman
FOR ADEQUATE PROTECTION for this war in the time that has comings ot individuals aurmg me
Amerifrom
the
distance
some
At
but the major part
Pearl Snyder, who had previously
elapsed since we entered it, and Ger- - last ten months,
can zone the railway engineers at
u iiinilu tiavK nm. is due to our failure as a nation1 pled guilty to the charge of conductDec. 26. In spite of
the British front were spending their a Washington,
to embark on the policy of prepared-- ing a house of prostitution, was fin- great deal of catering to the so dirced great results since April last, ness
Christmas eve under fire, but even called
three and a half years ago. Nine-- 1 ed $50 and sentenced to jail for one
the
well to avoid too great
shall
elements
do
We
labor
among
there the children of nearby neigh- voters of this country by the pres- pessimism now when we face condi- - tenths of wihdom is being wise in month.
he jail sentence was susborhoods were being cared for.
Now our people must brace pended during giood behavior.
a fact which ad- tions that are in themselves alarm- - time.
ent
administration,
Commendeer Y. M. C. A. Hut
Atiglia Shiaveti, who pled guilty
spokesmen do not deny, ing, but in certain respects were in- - themselves to face unpleasant truths
of the ministration
It was in the
was sentenced to
f on the grounds that it is evitable and represent a stage on There is not the slightest reason for to manslaughter,
on
land
division
to
town of the first
If we choose wC from five to six years in the penidiscouragement.
the road we have to go.
French soil that the most elaborate ,
,.
can, iiirougn our Huvcrinucuia.
tentiary.
,h(. rpat
President's Question It Bigger
jminic,,;n
entertainment was held, however. Be mass of iPOir
The last to come before the court
men flo not lawe ihis
But there remains the larger ques- - resentatives quickly remedy the
with
decisive
cause the church there was pretty
exert
was E. C. Brilcs, convicted of second
then
fects
and
of
Even
is
the
which
the
seriously.
question
friendship
feigned
L
-- LIsmall, the Y. M. C. A. hut was corn- - w
powers. degree murder at the late term of
President. On the intellectual side effect our tremendous latent
mandeered During the afternoon the
When asked if he had anyi,nn nrn.,.n hie rlaht tn But we need to know the truth and court.
con;enfion
American
t.
,r;i,
of
the
American officers and men worked
hJ
he haJ the world influence which he now then to act with instant and resolute, thing to say why sentence should
Qr
c
hand in hand erecting
giR.nt
upon him at this time,
Rieht or wrong, he al- - efficiency and with single minded, not be passed
president, , in line for Mr. exercises.
.
Christmas tree and decorating it w
- ways has possessed a power of phrase patriotism.
nt
replied : " I lay myself at the mercy
outside
while sentries posted
of the court." The court pronounced
kept ,,on at Bfhl0t
re'uetantly gave and a method of thought which make
sentence, which was from thirty-fiv- e
inquisitive youngsters at a saie oisapprova1 to a protective tariff him a force in the world of ideas POLICY TO PLAY IT
to forty years in the penitentiary.
with-e- d and
DEMOCRACY"
feel
,
FOR
fail
can
to
"SAFE
American
no
whih
adopted
.
...
,.
,
and in, each
WAR Briles showed no feeling when the
CONDUCT
OF
Wilson
Mr.
IN
in
months
recent
11101 Kiel
that
UI
T
U15ITIII'U1I
M"
r. J filed
U
""I
:.l n,.,..n
sentence was passed upon him, and
fol- - has not onlv been rieht in his ideas.
ui. nr h Kct unnnimnuij hv entative noay. The resolution
Dec. 26. Inevitably, left the court room smiling. Raton
contributed powerfully to
but
has
Washington,
the mother or, in the cases of the
which ha ve been Reporter.
the victory of sound ideas and ideals the disclosures
Labor Demands Protection
little refugees whose mothers and
have
of army deficiencies
j made
in the whole world.
on
convention
this
bo
'That
woman
fathers are missing, by the
of a WOMEN OF NEW MEXICO
r
o.l rt...i:f:,.i:.. brought about renewed ta'.k howrecord in favor of a policy of
who is caring for them.
Cabinet. This talk,
ARE OPPOSED TO PICKETING
industrial preparedness and the
Wilson's posi- - "coalition"
Mr.
Unfortunately,
admin- Children Are Delighted
.
.
in
.
..
not
has
ever
-t
originated
of
laws
enactment
.
by Congress
....w...
ut...o....n
nnr
Sliein..,
has the
r rr
There was a tense air of expectWe believe Mrs.
that will adequately protect all and moral leadership, but also a :.,truly reit presents the womenLindsey
of New Mexico
ancy until the lights were suddenly
direction of mate- - gcstion met with tavora there.
wage earners of our country
for
the
capacity
"coalition
has
in her stand on the question of
flashed, on and the tree and Santa
against toss of employment
Cabinet waTued' upon
Claus revealed. The revelation was
invasion of the propicketing, and whether she represervision and the
any
through
Col.
House
the
in
ident
a
early ents their sentiment or not, is exby
the signal for chorus of shrill, joyducts of any other nation".
transportation systems, machinery of
Cot.
ful cries from the assembled youngThe fallacy of the Democratic everv sort, at least to the extent days of the war, and that the his actly right, and should be supportto
was
upon
tree
compromise
all
the
were
for
willing
who
ed. The introduction of the English
Cost
of
eyes
"Reduce the
sters,
Living' that it requires of him the ability
slogan
if on!y some changes rowdy
with its glitering tinsel set off here used so extensively in the campaign ""un
the
t
ih. r;aht
,hnm to suggestion
system of supporting,
"e JJ,ad.e. " the
and there by customary red. white of 1912. has been so thoroughly dem- cause of universal suffrage will not
5,,ld
tasks
.u"
prjent.
Unet' h.e
Crossed onstrated since that time that the
according
green and purple lights.
help the cause along in the United
Oh Unm
3ry- - ref""d .to ha.r.bo,rh
"hU tart
American and French flags were laboring man of this nation is com- States. Las Cruces Citizen.
For
past!same
his
and
tlL
it
is
suggestion;
numerously displayed and from every inr WW to the suooort of the sane i:r
t,i
cooled
Col.
House
ardor
for
visibly
of
branch there hung boxes
candy, policies which promoted him to a r;t him. His weakness in this res- IS REMARKABLE PROPHECY
as a consequence.
with- candy sticks, siti'a;toni of material, intcl'ectual and
iumpingrjacks
NOW BEING FULFILLED?
pect is entirely analogous to that
Democrat
other
and
dot's
Another
that
above
playthings
drums,
Deserving
political advantage far
of Mr. Asquith. who remains in many
It may be, of course, that the in- When
and a plentiful sprinkling of apples enioyed bv the laboringman of any respects ne of the most useful and
pictures look alive, with moveof the present
and oranges. Piled high at the base other country.
eloquent expositors of Allied pur escapable outcome
ments free,
will
of
volume
cumulative
of the tree thert were many boxes
exposures
would
When ships, like fishes, swim beposes and ideals, as he was and
i inc
containing toy soldiers, guns, uni- SUBSTANTIAL NEWCOMERS
be again one of the most hopeless "e tne retirement oi some
neath the sea.
But if When
officers.
Cabinet
forms, tops, sewing sets, heavy woolpresent
failures
as
an
dismal
executive,
and
men, outstripping birds, can
WLIL MAKE WILLARD GROW
en mittens, mufflers, warm coats,
as a compeller of men and of things. Baker is compelled to quit, there is
the sky.
likelihood that Roosevelt, or Thensoar
dresses and shoes.
little
half
the world, deep drenched
Leader
Of
All...
Moral
j
Judging from the many new imRoot, or Wood will succeed him.
Then the real, live, Santa Claus,
in
shall die.
blood,
business
Mr.
the
added
has
in
Wilson
to
if
spoken
nobly
some
Democrat
obscure.
provements
deserving,
who in reality was none other than
Thompson, in "Mother Shipton,"
moral leader- - win be foun(j to ta
The
months.
and
the
in
recent
our
town,
many
places
the
portfolio,
at
the French interpreter
headquar(about 400 years ago). Hagerman
almost daily
ship of the Allied world is as near- - Enuallv. if Josephus Daniels should
ters, stepped out. His springing ac homeseekers arriving
Messenger.
and industrious people ly his as it is the possession of any (;nd conditions such that he could
honest
good,
another
forth
called
appreciativity
nana. wn. one man; nui Mr. wwson nas oeen no onKcr remajn , ,he Cabmet, it
tion chorus from the youngsters and: -t- ne year ivib. ciose ac new
epoch unable at any time to choose the wlI be futile to think that Meyer
mark the beginning of a
Secretary of War Baker says "we
soldiers.
host of khaki-cla- d
the machines by or MetCalf or any other experienced must speed up our military effort."
in the history of our town. With men or direct
Soldier. Finance Celebration
wmn mc mur.nuMs aim Vwm.ivg Republican will be called to I4II the That is what Theodore Roosevelt.
The only reason any soldier of iii.me lavanuno ,or
cn far Leonard Wood, Congressman Gardwun tne vuuiici- - whhr c wiiiipiuiicu nc ,iiuc
vacancy: 1 he administrai
the division was absent from the prosperity,
yviuaro.
on 01 an ner
cient, and here liea the real root of as the president can, control it and ner and a lot of other men of forecelebration was because there was minded
and
and public spirited men, the difficulty in Washington,
far. indeed will remain sight said three years ago. Wood
that is
not room for him to crowd in. For
after all the here is the one disturbing circum-- . distinctlyveryof one party. This war nd Gardner have been put where
it was the men themselves who pro- - should go, in earnest
to the future.
is being fought, k should be re- - their voices cannot be heard and the
vided the bulk of the money and big things, which will put it in the stances looking
"
as th. Jjjg.rt tittle city in the .
membered, for world-wid- e
democracy doughty Colonel would be silenced
they naturally were eager to see map
Govis stores are alive this week so far as Europe is concerned and if the administration had the power.
the children being" made happy by
d
Exchange.
with Christmas shoppers and the for
Democracy so far as
the soldiers gift. Each of these
Villa says he will hanpj up his clerks are kept busy taking care of the United States has any interest
gifts had been intended to fill as
Why not a taw providing that in
nearly as possible the heart's desire stockings in Chihuahua Christmas, the trade. The stores have good in it.
case the accused is pretty she shall
of the individual child, and as quick- - Most of the citizens of that city stocks this year and buyers realiz- - ing the scarcity of merchandise are
It now appears that the original be dismissed and the state saved
ly at the child'a name was called would like to see the stocking hangfrom the boxr containing the pres- - ing there on Villa's feet. Fort Sum- - doing their trading before th. last Maximalist was little Oliver Twist he rost of trying her for killing her
News.
husband? Terre Haute Star.
Boston Herald.
day. Clovis
ent, th. smiling, bashful young citi- - ner Review.

1

the following summary:
hereby adjudged:
'It is therefore
bis
"That said George W. P. Hunt
In a statement accompanying
the
at
announced
the
was,
general election held in
president
proclamation
that whan congress reassembled be the state of Arizona on the seventh
would ask that definite guarantees day of November, 1916, and is now
be given that the railroad properties the duly elected governor of the
will be maintained in as cood repair state of Arizona for the official term
and as complete equipment as when beginning on the first Monday in
g
taken over and that tha net operat-- 1 January, A. D. 1917. That he is
income in each case shall equal titled to the office with all of its
the average net operating income of otticial Delongings ana since tne
the three years proceeding June 30, first Monday in January, 1917, to
alt of its emoluments.
H17.
Campbell Certificate Invalid
Neither Money Nor Material
certificate of election
'That
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CAMPLAST ELECTION;
BELL SERVE AS GOVERNOR

All the railroads in 'he United
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 22. The su
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WAR DEMANDED
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U.S. IS EXPOSED

U-BO-

QUOTATIONS
LONE AMERICAN
SENTRY MURDERED WHEN BOCHE FORCE
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BRITISH

DROP

8IX OFFICERS AND NINETY-FIVMEN LOST WHEN STEPHEN
FURNESS GOES DOWN.
E

PUBLICATION OF VON LUXBURG
DEMONCAUSE
TELEGRAMS
STRATION IN BUENOS AIRES.

BOMBS
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PEACE WHEN GERMANY MAKES
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In the centra division, comprising for
member of the committee appointed
joint action by Russia and Japan Diggs, with Drew Caminetti, was con
10.20; cows and
feeders, $6.25
It was stated on behalf of Governor by the American Mining congress to They have been delivered to those and
Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Michigan to prev. nt any third country lroiu vi.t,.(i in San Francisco of violating
heifers, $5.10 $10.20; calves, $9.00
Hunt that the personnel of his official hold a conference with government of- governments.
$16.50.
and Illinois, 1.1 S,oimi was reported on achieving
dominance
in
political
the Mann white slave act. ' Caminetti
An indication of the means used by
Sheep Wethers, $5.00(ff 1S.00; ewes,
a quota of l.CIii.iH'il. The campaign China. The treaty, dated July 3, 191C, was
family would be much the same as it
pardoned recently by President was when he retired from the office ficials, stated upon his return from Count Luxburg to evade detection in $8.00 11.80; lambs, $12.60616.55.
exthere will continue for a week.
runs for five years, automatically
Washington.
Wilson.
New York Cotton Prieee.
communicating with his government
last January.
The Rocky Mountain division, Wyo- tending itself until a year after one
New York. Cotton December, 30.57;
Is found in one dispatch where referNew
anil
Mexico,
I'tah
of
Januarv.
Mark
Colorado,
29.18; May,
Friend
29.60; March,
Diet.
Twain
ming,
party expresses the desire to annul it.
ence is made to his fear that the "seThirty Arrests In Dynamite Case.
28.57.
o
with a quota of 181.0HO. reported
Oil Strike In Texas Field Ends.
111.
It i kigncd by Sergius Sazonoff, then
Mrs. Tabitha Greening, cret wire" had been discovered. An- 28.90; July,
men were ar
Sacramento.
Quincy,
Thirty
members enrolled with returns in- Russian foreign minister, and Vis- rested here
Lin
Houston, Tex. The strike in the the "Cousin Puss" of all Mark Twain's other refers to an interruption of his
suspected by the police
On track,
Duluth. Minn. Linseed
complete.
count Motono, Japanese foreign min- of being implicated in the explosion at Gulf Coast oil fields has been offi- stories, and the woman he left a leg- wire.
$S.40i 3 52; to arrive. $3.$0H: Decem$3.27 14; July, $3.21
83
$3.40
was
announced.
in
May.
bid;
ber,
it
died
ister.
to,
aged
years.
adjusted,
executive
mansion.
Palmyra,
the
acy
cially
The Concluding Message.
Mexicans Hang American Mail Carrier
'
Grain and Pmvlalaa
Cairo
A telegram dated July 20 last anThe men who
U. S. Troops Get 374,751 Parcel.
Valentine, Tex.
Soldiers to Help in Farm Work.
Scout for Gen. Pershing Is Dead.
Keet
Poisoned.
Piersol Say Baby
Chicago. Corn Nos. t, 1 and 4 yela
of
"receivthe
nounced
completion
More
brought the body of Michey Welch,
than
nominal.
1,000,000
has
low,
M.
Washington.
owner
Baker
1. H. Locke,
Washington. Secretary
Weming, N.
Springfield, Mo. Claude O. Piersol,
Oats No. I white, 79 80c; standard,
and ask for tne wave length
the United States mail carrier who a
plan to permit farmer boys in the pounds of Christmas cheer were sent of a hotel and other interests in Mln-ac- who was recently sentenced to serve ing plant"
was hanged and his throat cut by army
ot the great wireless station at Nauen.
our
in
France
soldiers
to
by parcel
to return to their homes at periRye No. 2. $1.81.
Chihuahua, died here of pneumo- thirty-fivthe
Missouri
in
peniyears
Mexican bandits at Candelarla, Tex., odical Intervals to assist in crop pro- post by their friends at home. This
Barley $1.4061.61.
The concluding message, dated July
while employed by the govern- tentiary for the abduction of Baby
nia,
Timothy $5.00 7.50.
reported American troops and the duction. He outlined it to a delegation does not include Christmas parcels ment He was a scout for Gen. Persh- Lloyd Keet, and now charged with the 19, said:
Clover $20.001 26.00.
rear guard of the Mexican bandits of New York farmers who protested sent by army transport through miliPork Nominal.
"As long as Chile 1 neutral Gering in Mexico and was the only one of Infant's murder, has made a confesLard $24.47.
fighting in the vicinity of Candelaria. against conditions created by the tary service at the port of embarka- three foreigner to escape from Villa's sion .to Sheriff
Ribs $21.75024.15.
WebWard Mackey of
many will be able, after the war, to
The men who arrived in an automotion.
of labor.
band when they raided Minaca with ster county. The confession implicatKanaaa City Prod nee.
out
South American policy
her
carry
bile fro mthe river front at Cande- scarcity
t
Gen. Pershing's troop in close
Kansas City. Butter
ed many parties now under arrest and
as well. If not more easily. In opCreamery,
laria, also reported that the two
Halifax Toll Set at 1,500.
Is "Gassed."
4114c; seconds,
Californian
A German and an American others who have been mentioned from just
tints,
American-Mexican34c.
position to an Infatuated and mis- 4$ttc;
who were riding
packing,
were
man
named
FrancisN.
S. The latest estimate newspaper
McGregor
Ottawa. P. O. Lewis, San
Halifax,
time to time. The kidnaped child died guided Argentina, a with Argentina
Eggs Firsts, 47c; seconds. 21082a
with Welch were killed.
21c; roosters, 16ai
Poultry 24 Hens,
co, was listed as "gassed" in the cas- of dead In the Halifax disaster Dee. 6 willed. Locke was a native of Minne- of laudanum poisoning, according to
n her side."
JSC.
broilers,
1.500.
sota.
at
list.
is
confession.
Piersol's
placed
alleged
ualty
Maj. Arthur Brlce de Saulles Die.
The disclosure complete the story
Boston WmI Market.
Bethlehem, Pa. Maj. Arthur Brlce
Wool Scoured basis "TexBoston.
of Luxburg' Intrigue which began
Men
Kill
France."
C.
Newell
Self.
In
Have
7,000,000
Fred
"Must
Cefeated
Near
Active
Force
Goethals
Service.
12 months, $1.81.72; fins, f
Villa
in
Ojlnaga.
de Saulles died here, aged 78. He had
as,
fine,
Ve
must
have
Boston-"7.000,000
when
the
$1.5601.60.
State
ont
months,
or
Department
gave
a
for
Denver. Despondent
year
W
been ill for some time. Death was
El Paso, Tex. Consul Gen. Andres
Washington. Maj. Gen.
California, northern. $1.76 9 1.75
hastened by the tragedy of his son, men in France; 2,000,000 won't do;" Goethals was recalled to active serv- more because of the marriage of his Garcia received aa official report from the famous "spnrlo verenkt" (sink middle county. $1.6501.60;
southern,
said.
Taft
"There
President
is
former
a
$1.4561.50.
be
had planned
John Lu. who was shot by his former
daughter, for whom
ice and named acting quart Tinast"
Vice Consul Cosme Bengoechea at without a trace) message. They are
No. 1 staple, $LS04f
eastern
Oregon,
Taft
one
alternative,"
declared,
C.
2144
Newell of
nsical career, Fred
vsl-Ma, de only
wife, Blanca de Saulles.
Brig. Gen.
Presidio, Tex, giving the first infor- of Importance chiefly because of their 1.82; veastern
1
arm ourselves as general of the army.
ci clothing.
ctai ?ii $1.6001.60;
Saulles earned his title in the Con- "beat Germany or
Charles B. Wheeler was named acting Franklin street shot himself through mation of a battle which occured befine
unexheretofore
various
$1.801US'
staple,
have
been
Territory
upon
bearing
German
the
people
doing chief of ordnance.
the head, and died Instantly.
federate army.
ball blood combing, $1.760180;
tween the federal forces under Gen.
blood combing,
for the past fifty years."
$ 1.45 0 1.61
Pedro Favela and the Villa followers, plained activities in South America, fine clothing,
$1.6001.55; fine medium
.
German Munition Plant Ablate.
Senator Newlands Dies at Capital. Russians to Serve With U. S. Army.
Australian Wcol Arrives.
commanded, by Idelfonso Sanchet near and are particularly Interesting at clothing. $1561.60.
Pulled Extra. $1.(001.85; A' A, $LTt-Washington. Senator Francis GrifAustralia"
Boston.- - A cargo of
Maastricht, Holland, Dec. 24. Work- Cuchillo Parade, sixty miles south of. this time when Luis Cabrera envoy 01.80;
With the American Army in France.
A supers, $1.60.61.55.
., , ,
fith Newlands of Nevada died of heart
Col. Ruiz' - report stated of President Carransa of Mexico, la
officer of the Russian army In wool, valued at $7,090,000, has reach'' men from E3sen, Germany Raid Satur- Presidio.The
Piles
i
Smear.
ef
failure at his home here after an ni- France have volunteered as rt body this port. " It i tbe'fTst lot to
the great tat losses In killed, wounded and pris- on hi way to Argentina to attend a
day that
new. ivrx. --r ouuuiiiniiui..
'
nes of a few hour.
oners taken' was heavy
the VUla tvcatled neutrality Conic fe
to give their "services t the United
molasses, $5.81
by the- British"' -government f?erian' munitions establishment, has
$.7;
"
'
'!
'
twenty-fou- r
for
hours.
M.
ablate
been
since
last
spring.
State.
Western NewsjiaiJiT l'tilun Nrwx Hervlee.
London, Dec. 2(i. An American
body has been found In a raided Gorman trench with throat cut
from car to par, Indicullng the Sama:i killed alter capture. The acmy
count of the atrocity was given in an
offlciul bulletin posted in the Ameri-

Western .Newspaper I'nlnn News Service.

Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

Weatern

Newspaper Union News Service.
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WHY WE FIGHT AGAINST PRUSSIAN AUTOCRACY

hy ftm Red (?ro

Helping to Win
the War.
Advice to Americans Betwees
of 6 sad 16

tlx Ago

''

C!lrHt''''m'''r,ii'

BY GEORGE ADE

Assuming that this letter Is now
being reud by some boy or girl old
enough to go to school but still young
enough tn be called a "kid" (hy those
who don't know
any better), let us
begin by asking
the question, "Is
It wrong to fight?'
Every boy or girl
with civilized parents run answer
that question.
It is not to be
answered by "yes'
or "no."

9.America

4
r
is going to save thousands of French

and Belgian

:

women

1m

and children from death

by starvation or freezing this winter, but every

American must lend a hand to the work

9

:'m.

t j. -

.:

.v.vkt

A
In France" there
yCTff
are being brought to the I jilted States
snving of an American boy
with the arrival of nearly every paswhen the big drive begins a
we admit at once
senger ship tales of devastation and
few mouths hence."
our old
misery which are even more tragic
L. D. Wlshnrd of California,
friends, George
than the cabled dispatches which we
a schoolmate of President
and
Washington
are accustomed to rend under the
U. S. Grant, were i
Wilson, well known for his
prnved characters,
vague dute line, "Somewhere In
because they fought und then kept on
Interest in Y. M. C. A. work
France."
as well as that of the AmerillKhting.
Many of these narratives have been
If ItiiiTnlo Bill once upon a time
can Red Cross, Is another rfl'
rode out neross the plains and came brought by men and women who, under the auscently returned observer from
Study this remarkable picture and you cannot (all to undaritand why we ara upon a band of Indians attacking
pices of the American Red Cross, have been InvesFrance. He brought a doubly
Prussian
lighting the
autocracy. You will see how truly the criminal spirit that
settler's cabin und went dashing up tigating conditions created by the Invasion of the
Interesting strry. First, the
moves men In the German army and navy to commit
outrages
humanity
Is embodied In the German kaiser. Hers the artist has shown the against
awf illness of many conditions
autocrat and his with Ills scouts and killed a few red Hun. The range of vision of these investigators
warriors as they really are. In their effort to put the hobnailed heel of Prussian-Isskins, is there any boy in the world extends from the buttlo front to the cottage hunexisting; nnd, secondly, the
on the necks of free nations the Germans plunder the homes of innocent
who would go back on Buffalo Bill dreds of miles away where war's misery more Ingreat work the Red Cross Is
use the white flag to lure their enemies out Into the open to be
and pick out some quiet, elderly real sidious than bombs on the fighting front has penemurder women and children, cut off the hands of babies, and Introduce Into shot,
doing nnd the much greater
wartrated.
fare poison gas.
estate dealer as a substitute hero?
work It Is preparing to do to
Woven together these accounts make a composite
It's too foolish to talk nbout.
meet nil the conditions scien
at
awj
Suppose we say It Is not wrong to story of devastation and suffering on the purt of
tifically and energetically.
of the second peace conference at The
fight. Then we remove till blame from noncombatants comparable with the torture enMr. Wlsbard expressed the
Hague, 1907, pledged themselves to the the Indians that Buffalo Bill killed dured by the soldiers In the trenches; of refugees
Is It plunned to deal with all the acute suffering,
same view as William Allen White regarding
following:
areas
cratered
where
and we find ourselves so mixed up staring blankly at
villages
such ns Is summarized above, and to reconstruct
the Importance of giving primary attention to the
"Article L. No general penalty, pe- that
probably we had better back up once flourished; of thousands of children, too
many villages In the devastated war zone so as
economic side of the equation during the winter
cancuniary or otherwise, shall be Inflicted nnd take a new start.
to
understand, crying for mothers who
young
to give the refugees a fresh Btart In life and premonths. He quoted General Pershing as saying
upon the population on account of the
In answer to the question, "Is It not hear their cries; of children poisoned by gas
pare the way for again cultivating the soil, but it
that the greatest thing that the Red Cross cun do
acts of Individuals for which they canto fight," there can be but one bombs thrown from German mortars; of emaciated
Is the purpose to apply the American system of
nt present to Insure victory is to stand by the famnot be regarded as jointly and several- wrong
sensible reply, as follows: "It all de children sent by hundreds from behind the German
"Home Service" on a scale so grand that it Is
ilies of French soldiers.
and of
Brand Whitlock Tells of Cowardly ly responsible."
line; of crippled soldiers to
hound to have a heartening effect on the whole
pends."
Gas Bombs Poison Soil.
"Article LII. Requisitions In kind
civilian men and women to comfort and provide
French mllltnry organization, for the French solSuppose n boy of fourteen
An Interesting fact dwelt upon by Mr. Wlshnrd
Act of Commander of Gerand services shall not be demanded ailing the street with his sister walking
diers fight better when they know their loved
and the with the necessaries of life a s;tory of battling
during a visit to Washington was that of the poisfrom municipalities or Inhabitants exman Detachment.
ones are being cared for.
neighborhood, bully swuggers around against disease and of the heroism of mercy.
oning of the soil In agricultural regions by the
for
the needs of the army of oc- tne corner and
cept
cuble
Sometimes
the
tales
told
by
In
the
supplements
furtherance
of
this
to
up
boy
pushes
great scheme, designed
gases spread over the country by the Germans. It
cupation. They shall be in proportion against a fence and cuffs him along returned travelers. A day or two ago, the war
In
comfort
nnd
cheer
the
of
bring
family
Is stilted that this gas has worked Its Insidious way
every
to the resources of the country, and of side the head and
a
council
Cross
the
Red
cable
received
American
Inof
some
then
tries
French
soldier
Is
that
General
HUGH GIBSON ADDS EVIDENCE
needy,
Pershing,
deep into the ground, so that unless heroic means
such a nature as not to Involve the In sulting familiarities on the sister, nnd gram from the Paris headquarters of that organizaGeneral Petaln, commander in chief of the French
are discovered nnd applied it will be yesrs and
habitants In the obligation of taking suppose the boy who is thus
M.
humili- tion containing n simple stuteiuent of every-dunnd
P.
MuJ.
Gen.
forces,
Murphy, American Red
years before the land is fit for cultivation of any
part in military operations against ated and whoso sister is in tears, sud- occurrence on the French frontier, et graphic in
Cross commissioner, have formed themselves Into
sort. The devastation, he says, Is beyond anything
Telle of Priest Compelled to Walk Betheir own country."
one
war's
of
of
Its
Hint
ho
a
remembers
has
been
told
committee
of
frlghtfulness.
phase
portrayal
denly
Company officers will
in the history of I lie world, with shell craters so
fore "Hunt" to Form Screen-Card- inal
The German authorities have violat- to "keep out of fights!"
It read :
go through their ranks and ascertain from each
thick that plowing of once fertile fields Is absoMercler1! Statement
ed these articles from the very begin.
What shall he do?
The Red Cross at Evian.
soldier whether he has any worry on his mind
lutely Impossible. Yet In this hopelessly devastaa to Taking of Hostagei.
Itetreut to an alley, or stand up In
nlng. As soon as they Invaded Bel- "There arrived last week at Evian, where the
concerning sickness or want at home. Reports
ted region the Red Cross has set to work to repair
glum, heavy fines were laid upon Indi defense of his own
will be made to headquarters weekly and not a
and try repatries from France ond Belgium ore received
some villages and to restore certain agricultural
vltlual
as
communities
to
chilThat the Germans in Belgium
back Into France, a truln loaded with Belgian
protect his sister?
reprisals for
single case will be overlooked In the relief work
communities, not alone for the humanity directly
that Is to be guided by the addresses of families
Suppose he says to the bully, "I dren. There were 080 of them, thin, sickly, alone,
made use of women, children, and some act against the German army or
involved with respect to the people who will thus
Us regulations which was committed believe In peace and no matter what all between
listed. Special attention will be given to the treatages of four and twelve, children of
have shelter und means to go to work, 'but as an
priests as screens to protect the in- within their boundaries. In "An Ap- you do to me, I won't strike back,
ment nnd prevention of tuberculosis, which has asmen who refused to work for the Germans and of
example to the thousands of others nnd on Inspivaders from Belgian troops is shown peal to Truth" Cardinal Mercler cites
Then he would get a few more cuffs mothers who let their children go rather thun let
sumed proportions almost as deadly as the Infernal
ration to them to start In and begin life anew. Tbe
the
the
cases:
for good measure, and his sister would them starve. They poured off the train, little ones
following
by
following testimony gathered
muchlnery of war Itself. Food and clothing will
of it all might seem complete from a
hopelessness
be supplied when necessary and the spirit and
"Mnllnes, a working-clas- s
town, be ashamed of him nnd the little clinging to the oldest ones, girls nil crying, boys
by the committee on public inforInstance cited by Mr. Wishurd that of a
single
without resources, has had a fine of rowdy who attacked him would coll trying to cheer. They hud come nil the long way
courage of the previously depressed soldier in the
mation:
man who hud owned a mill in a village near Vertrenches will be enlivened by the news thut his
Minister Whitlock, In his report of 20,000 marks Inflicted on It because himself cook of the walk and be a alone. On the platform were the Red Cross work-er- s
dun, who toid him thut when he went to look for
the burgomaster did not Inform the grenter nuisance than ever before.
s
to meet them, doctors and nurses with
family Is having its wants attended to.
the spot on which It stood he had to take a surveySeptember 12, 1917, to the secretary of
The United States of America Is In"The great struggle of the winter will be the
military authority of a Journey which
for the little sick ones were waiting outor along to locate It.
states, gives an Instance of the Ger- the
economic struggle," snld Mr. White. "The Red
cardinal, deprived of the use of his volved In hideous war because Presi- side the station. Tbe children poured out of the
man practice of seeking protection.
It Is Into the hopelessness of hundreds of situamotorcar, had been obliged to make dent Wilson and congress nnd all per- stution, marched along the street shouting. "Meat,
Cross practlcully will fight the American fight untions nkln to this that the American Red Cross Is
"The Germans attacked Hougaerde on
foot. In fact, upon the flimsiest sons who are warmed by red blood In- meat; we are going to huve meat," to the Casino,
til our boys take their places on the firing line
on the 18th August ; the Belgian troops
advancing with Its Iiumier of mercy und its bugle
next spring. It should be kept In mind thnt every
pretexts heavy fines are Inflicted on stead of being chilled by sarsaparllls where they were given a square meal, the first In
blast of inspiration.
were holding the Gette bridge In the communes.
The commune of Puers pop had to make the same decision many months. Again and again, while they ate,
French
Is
soldier
who
saved
this
winter
means
the
So help the Red Cross I
Tillage, The Germans forced the par
was subjected to a fine of 3,000 marks thnt every boy Is called upon to muke
they broke spontaneously Into songs In French
ish priest of Autgaerden to walk In because
a telegraph wire was broken, when he Is Jumped upon by a tough against the German songs which they had evidently
front of them as a shield. As they
although the Inquiry showed that it customer.
learned In secret The Red Cross doctor examined
"Up and down the selected area of front line
neared the barricade the Belgian solhad given way through wear."
If you (this Is for both boys nnd them. Their little clawllke hands were significant
trench the raiders spread rapidly. There were
diers fired and the priest was killed,
Shell-Lig- ht
A
woods for a of their undernourished bodies, but the doctor said :
out
went
Into
the
girls)
several dugouts under the parapet, an' from some
Merciless Exactions.
After the retreat of the Belgians the
picnic with another "bunch" of young "We have them in time. A few weeks of proper
of them
Germans shot four men, burned 50
figures crawled with their
In addition to such arbitrary, people you knew and liked, and If your
hands up on the first summons to surrender,
feeding nnd they will pull up."
houses, and looted 100."
sporadic exactions, In December, 1914, crowd had a basket of things to eat
The picture of a night attack executed by the
Evian Is a French resort on Lake Geneva, and
1'hese, too, were bundled over the parapet. If a
Hugh Gibson, in "A Journal From the Germans demanded 40,000,000 and the other crowd had a basket and
shot came from the blnck mouth of the dugout
English on a German trench In France Is drawn
every duy one thousand homeless people arrive
Our Legation In Belgium," page 155, francs ($8,000,000), a month to be some touch les came
and
stole
along
in the Cornhlll Magazine by Boyd Cuble:
In answer to the call to surrender. It was prompt-- ,
00 per cent of whom are children. Thirty
gives another Incident:
paid by the Belgian provinces Jointly. the basket belonging to the other there,cent of
the older people die the first month
"The hour chosen for the raid was Just about
At either end of the area of front
ly bombed.
per
"Two old priests have staggered In
enormous
would
some
this
them
you give
Concerning
Imposition crowd,
were once the occupants
line marked out as the limits of the raid strong
dusk. There was no
preparation
to the
legation more dead than Cardinal Mercler says, In the "Appeal thing to eat out of your basket, or let from exhaustion. inThey
northern France. The Huns
of happy homes
Immediately before It. The guns continued to
parties made a block and beat off the feeble at
alive after having been compelled to to Truth:"
them sit over by themselves, hungry Invaded
tucks that were made on them."
their country, swept on past their homes
pour in their fire, speeding It up a little, perhaps,
walk ahead of the German troops for
in
and
watch
and
stuff
December, 1914, Belgium
miserable,
you
"Now,
but no more than they hud done a score of times
and left them behind tbe enemy's line. The Invaders,
miles as a sort of protecting screen, was devastated. Contributions of war yourselves?
In the last 24 hours. The infantry clambered out
now their masters, Impressed them Into labor and
NEW WRITING IMPLEMENT.
On of them Is 111, and It Is said that Imposed on the towns and Innumerable
Tou'd piny fair, of course, even If
of their trench and filed out through the narrow
transported thousands of them to work In German
ha may die as a result of what he has requisitions in kind bad exhausted her. you had to go a little hungry.
A writing Implement composed of a mixture
fields and factories. Those who are returned by
openings in their own wire entanglements.
gone through."
Mr. Hoover Is now asking every boy
The greater part of the factories were
Switzerland
train
of wax and finely ground pumice stone containthousand
In front a faint whistle cut across the roar
"Out
the
through
dally
by
In
to
America
which
in
Statement of Cardinal Mercler.
and
were still at and girl
those
Idle,
play fair and are all that are left of these men and women and
of fire. 'They're off, suld the forward officer Into
ing particles of Ink hus been Invented by William
work, raw materials were, contrary to divide up with the hungry youngsters children manhood and womanhood sapped until
"At the time of the Invasion Bel
C. Geer of Akron, O., to take the place of ordinary
his
moment
a
and
a
later
distinct
'phone,
change
of
and
France
all law, being freely commandeered.
Belgium and Great tbe vital
in the note of sound of the overhead shells told
gian civilians, In 20 places, were made
and fountain pens, pencils, crayons and all other
spark Is almost out and, no longer of use
Britain.
"It was on this Impoverished
to take part In operations of war
as
German
that the fire had lifted, that the shells were passcaptives, sent back to die or to be
writing Implements, says the Popular Science
can
or
How
a
under highboy
on
a
girl
that
Terliving
foreign
own
charity,
At
their
condition
own
their
country.
In
their helpless
against
by
cared for
ing higher above his Bead, to fall farther back in
Monthly. As the body of the new writing device
of nearly 600,000,000 school age renlly help to win the war?
been
monde, Lebbeke, Dinant and elsewhere contribution
Is composed of a mixture of wax and
the enemy trenches and leuve clear the stretch
ruthlessly taken
people from whom they had
pumice
First Join the Junior Red Cross.
In many places, peaceable citizens. francs was Imposed."
health nnd strength.
Into which the Infantry would soon be pushing.
stone, which Is easily worn away when rubbed
Then keep on saying, "I know Uncle away In their
The German military rules have also
women and children were forced to
"
"Fer a minute or two there was no change In
against a paper surface, the Inventor claims that
Hope for Kaiser's
inarch In front of German regiments made the families responsible for acts Sum Is right and I will pull for him
the sound of bottle. The thunder of the guns
the cells of Ink Intermixed with the wax and pumto the American Red cross, coming to
committed by or charged against mem- until he wins."
or to make a screen before them.
ice stone will also be liberated, giving a uniform
continued steadily, a burst of rille or machine
the assistance of the overburdened French agenBelieve whnt you say.
"The system of hostages was carried bers as Is shown In the following exgun tire crackled as spasmodically.
supply of Ink.
Root for the U. S. A. as you would cies for mercy, there is hope for Uiese unfortun
out with a fierce cruelty. The proclaamples, which are quoted from the
The device is made by mixing the wax, pumice
"Men gulped In their throats or drew long
root for your baseball nine or your ates. Besides n hospital and convalescent home
mation of August 4th, quoted above, "Appeal to Truth, cited above :
stone and Ink together. When it Is heated to the
breaths of upprehenslon that this was the beginfor children at Evian, the Red Cross is operating
five.
basketball
:
"The
without
sent
have
circumlocution
Belgian government
declared,
proper temperature it Is suddenly immersed In
ning of discovery of thulr presence In the open,
Stand out on the edge of the side an umbulauce service for the returning repatries.
orders to rejoin the army to the mi
'Hostages will be freely taken.'
cold water.
This chills and solidifies the wax
the first of the storm rfiey knew would quickly
Ten automobiles ae In commission for handling
"An official proclamation, posted at litiamen of several classes.
All walk and cheer the soldiers as they
follow.
But there were no more shells for the
mixture, producing a body having a cellular strucsick nnd infirm persons, and a tuberculosis hosby.
swing
who
In
the
those
are
ran
these
receive
of
orders
Liege,
early days
August,
reture, each cell being filled with Ink.
moment, and the rattle of machine gun lire diProbably the children to whom wo pital near by is planned. When the returning
thus: 'Every aggression committed strictly forbidden to act upon them.
minished and the bullets piped thinner and more
reach the railroad station and have been
ore
now
are
better
patries
re
talking
posted
In
.
.
.
case
of
disobedience
the
against the German troops by any perSOLDIER SCRAPLOOKS.
distant as the gun muzzle swept around. The incrowds of
they
sons other than soldiers in uniform family of the militiaman will be held garding United States history than chcerlngly Ingreeted by Red Crosscompatriots,
workers. Nourhurried on, thunkful for every yard made
are taken
some
fantry
who
the
charge
by
are
of
tnlk
people
not only exposes the guilty person to equally responsible."
Have you begun saving Joker nnd pictures for
In safety.
ishment Is provided and medical attention beabout It.
be Immediately shot, but will also enPunishment "Without Mercy."
"Sammle's" scrnpbook? Kipling started these
are made available and fresh clothwere
Baths
"But
the
at
the
stowed.
now
our
In
know
attacking
that
Infantry
point
the
boys
They
tail the severest reprisals against all
olmost across when the storm burst, nnd the
scrupbooks In England for the wounded "TomThe commander In chief of the Ger- training camps or on their way to ing is supplied. According to American eye witthe Inhabitants, and especially against man
of scenes at the railway station at Evian,
shells for the most part struck down harmlessly
nesses
my," so of course It's s jood Idea.
are
in
to
France
a
army
Belgium
getting
fight
ready
proclaposted
those natives of Liege who have been
In the ranks who have suffered
men were Into the fragments
men
behind
are
them.
The
there
mation
desa
the
of
cruel
declaring:
oppressions
against
detained as hostages In the citadel of
A SAD CASE OF SUICIDE.
of broken wire, and the shattered parapet loomed
"The villages where acts of hostility pot. Just as some other American boys broken arms, the bones of which have been set by
Liege by the commandant of the Gerso that the band Is turned the wrong
a
under
their
hands
minute
first
shell
Germans
the
after
tbe
up
Bunker
once
at
Hill.
committed
fought
shall
be
the
Inhabitants
by
man troops.'
There Is a very pompous artist In New York
burst Up to this they had advanced In silence,
By the way, if you can find a man way. They present a horrible deformity, denoting
"These hostages are Monslgnor Rut-te- against our troops will be burned.
who used to huve a sense of humor. His quips
but now they gave tongue and with wild yells
all
"For
destruction
of roads, rail- or woman who does not understand a form of cruelty which excuses Itself on the
bishop of Liege ; M. Kleyer, burgoshould be ever regain bis
were known everywhere.
Now, however, since
leaped at the low parapet, scrambled over and
master of Liege; the senators, repre- ways, bridges, etc., the villages in tbe how the rights of democracy are to ground that the man,1
down Into the trench. Behind them a few for
he has gained considerable vogue, he is taking
will be unfit for military duty.
sentatives, and the permanent deputy neighborhood of the destruction will be preserved when kings go on the former strength,
Red Cross dochimself and his work very seriously.
twisted and spruwled on the broken ground, but
be held responsible.
rampage, you might loan this Ignorant In many of these cases American
and sheriff of Liege."
Owen Johnson, the novelist, saw him In a restors have been put to the doubly painful task of
they were no sooner down than running stretcher
"The punishments announced above person your school history.
The above quotation Is taken from
bearers pounced on them, lifted and bore them
taurant the other night, sitting solemnly alone.
See If you can find any favorable again breaking the arm and resetting It, so as
addressed No- will be carried out severely and with. "An Appeal to Truth,"
back to the shelter of their own lines.
"Too bad," he snld. renl pity and tenderness
to remove the terrible deformity purposely Inmention of the pacifists of 1770
vember 24, 1915, by Cardinal Mercler out mercy. Tbe whole commun-tIn his voice. "Poor Arthur
"In the German trench the raiders worked and
flicted.
He has severed his
and the other bishops of Belgium to will be held responsible. Hostages
William Allen White of Kansas and Henry 3. AlJocular vein."
fought at desperate speed, but smoothly and on
the cardinals, archbishops, and bishops will be taken In large numbers. The
Typical Pipes of the Nations. .
In the public' life of tbe
what was clearly a settled and rehearsed plan.
heaviest war taxes will be levied."
The clay pipes used by the natives lien, who Is prominent
of Germany and
name state, are among the Red Cross workers
There were few Germans to be seen, and most of
HIS POINT OF VIEW.
At the end of tbe "Appeal to Truth" of various countries and nationalities
"Some ten or a dozen American correturned from tours of Inspecthese crouched dazed and helpless, with hands
are quite numerous and have their who recently have
respondents, of whom 1 was one, wit- Cardinal Mercler says:
over their heads. They were promptly seized,
tion in France. According to their statements It Is
"Mike, didn't you tell me once you have a
"But we cannot say all here, nor own individual fashion almost characnessed the first German drive through
to exaggerate the suffering
bundled over the pnrupet, and told by word or
brother who Is a bishop?" asked the contractor.
teristic of each country. The French scarcely possible
Belgium. Most of us were so appalled quote all.
of the coungesture to be off. They waited for no second bid"Yes, sor, I did that."
and horrified by what we saw as to beIf, however, our readers wish for clay pipe Is gay in color and for a few brought upon the civilian population
that Is being alleviated
"And here you are a hod carrier. Well, things
ding, but ran with heads stooped nnd hands above
come
for life." Will Ir- the proof of the accusations
cents one can buy one decorated with try; a suffering, however,extent
American
the
their
to
heads
the
British
to
one
or
the greatest possible
by
of this life are not equally divided, are they,
line,
straight
win In Saturday Evening Post, Octo- we shall be glad to furnish them. the carving of animals' heads, and othIts
Its
men
two
Is
which
them
after
as
Some
experts.
army
Mike?"
sending
doubling
guards.
There is not In. our letter, nor In the er adornments. The Hungarian clay Red Cross,
ber 6, 1917, page 4L
of the prisoners were struck down by their own
"No, sor," replied the Irishman, shouldering his
to the "Appeal to pipe has a bowl of clay, and a long of volunteers and Its treasure without stint Acfour annexes
Robbery Under Guise of Fines.
so
of
the
work
real
the
and
war,
these
were
Mr.
as
White,
Just
guns' shellfire,
hod nnd starting up the ladder; "indnde they Is
promptly
The contracting nations, Including Truth, one allegation of which we stem of either wood or bamboo. cording to
will
on
carried
be
the
is
bearers
stretcher
concerned,
by
and hurried in
not. Poor felly
grabbed by
He couldn't do this to save bis
This pipe Is usually large, with a big far as America
Germany, who signed the conventions have not the proofs In our records."
under cover.
the Red Cross in France this winter. Not only
loife, sor!"
.
bowl, and the average cost Is ten
,
oi
1, -,
cents.
PLANNED
TO INSTILL FEAR to read chapters of horrors can find
In the Island of Taiwan (Formosa)
One Shilling Out.
follers 'er, and says, 'Here, missis. Is
MUCH IN LITTLE
them in the "Report of the Committee
there are about 90 sheep, 140,000 goats,
Evolution of the Almond.
did it work?" asked one small a shilling you dropped.'"
"Off
on
German
preAlleged
Outrages,"
Delibof
Frlghtfulness Policy
System
One would scarcely suspect the al
"Well?"
Slam's rice crop has been seriously 130,000 cattle and 200,000 caribou (wa- boy In the street to the other. "'Ow
sided over by the former British am- mond
erately Adopted by the Kaiser's
of ever being anything else than lamaeed
"Wal, she takes It and says. Thank
recent floods. It Is esti ter buffalo). Practically all of these did you do It?"
bassador to this country, and there
by
Government and Officials.
nut. Outside the shell Is a thin mated that there will be a loss of are' owned by native (Chinese) farmyou little boy," an' pnts It In her pockthe old man he dropped a
"See,
fore generally known as "the Bryce
of
leathery pulp, too bit-- 279,100 tons of paddy.
ers, only about 6,000 head of cattle
an' I picked It up on' runned et, and goes on, an' I'm a shilling out"
The system of f rightfulness, which port;" In tbe official reports Z. ter to eat and not much more
and caribou being In the hands of after him, an' I says, JMister, 'ere's
Inviting
machin
of
'
Is
the
Catalogues
Itself
the
Is
greatest atrocity,
SeDq
'n the husk of a hazelnut
unJapanese, The government bas 6,000 a sixpence as you dropped.' and he put
Shell.
Using Cast-iro- n
definite policy of the German governery and names of firms that would
hlstorica,
cattle.
1,0,,
his hand In 'is pocket an' he says:
to test raw materials for
dertake
They are making shells of cast-iroment.
moused
For this reason It has not
have
the
a.mond
Private Lewis A. Ripley. One Hun- You're an honest little boy, here's a In France, making them at the rate of
are requested to communi
seemed necessary to set forth the Ininto
peach.
lupous frult-t-he
Aero squadron, shilling for you.' Wal, I dropped the 1,000.000 a day. The Scientific Amercate with tbe United States consulate dred and Twenty-firs- t
dividual acts of cruelty j such acts
at Kelly field, Texas, recently sold bis shilling tn front of an old woman ican quotes Edgar A. Custer as saying
In Bangkok, Slam.
are cited only when necessary to Illus- conclusive admission of the official
census
A
of the volcanoes In tha
An Italian firm nas askea lor cata- - seat In the New York stock exchange when she had 'er purse open, an' I there are more effective than steel
trate the system. Anyone who wishes German White Book,
world shows there are 670 In all, of
and bought 604 Liberty bonds.
nf floor mill machinery.
picks It qp when she walks along, an' shells In attacking earthworks.
which 270 are described as active, 1
If
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Stock Doing All Kight
Cattle and sheep on the range are
tn fine condition for this season of
the year, is the report coming in
from everywhere in this section of
the state. The winter so far
Robert Parker
been ver . favorable
t.
i .urn iL.
J
was in ine
i
u.y . uc.uay
ranch and among other things be
is
short cattle
said. "While grass
are fat and doing well, and we hope
snows will keep away until the first
like Mr.
of February anyway."
Parker, most other stockmen are
elated over weather conditions.
Springer Stockman.
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Many Hundred- Farmer in Ontral-Wea- t
Texas Becoming Independent Growing The
Nut.
There li situated in the Central We item
portion of Texas a cope of territory known
at the Peanut Belt. The oil, a rich sandy
loam, and the mild, even climate are con
dtisive to the culture of White Spanish
Peanuts, as well cotton, fruit, vegetables,
corn, wheat and oats. In fact almost any
farm product which can be produced in any
of the South can be successfully grown
part
here.
The center of this fortunate territory Is
De Leon, in the northern portion of
county. De Leon has a new $100,000.
peanut factory and peanut oil mill which
furnishes employment to 125 people men
and women.
The population of the town
is around 1700.
The price of land in this section Is $20
to $40, per acre.
Farms with good Itu
provementa can be bought a t$25 an acre,
A small cash payment can usually be paid
down with liberal terms or balance. Numerous instances can be given where enough
peanuts have been produced in one year
can "J?".!" .np.
and fAth LanLj
!and this year produced $125. per acre, in
and
peanuts
peanut hay. Peanuts this tall
are worth on local market around $1.75
per bushel; peanut hay around $30 the ton.
The Holleman-Scot- t
Realty Co., Drawer
D, De Leon, Texas, would be glad to communicate with anyone desiring to locate
anywhere in this territory. Ca. No. 139.
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of

the

Coromlsiiober

30

SKSE, XWSEy,, NWX, N'jSWXV SEX
Sec.

SALE

SWX.
14;
NX, SWX,
SEX, Sec. IS; All of Section 16,

LEA COUNTY
Office

SEX, Sec. 28; All of sections 29.
All
31, 32. 33, 34, 35. 36, T. I2S., R. 34E.
of Sections 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11,
12;
K'iN'l, Sec. 13; N'SNEX. SWXNEX,
N'aSWM,

23, 26. 27, 28,
12S
R. 35E.,

20, 21. 22,
34 , 35, T.

el

30,

SWX

17,

31,

18,

19,

32, 33,

containing 43,282.27
The improvements consist of t
wells snd windmills, tsnks, sheds, corrals,
house snd fencing, value $7783.75.

Public acres.

Lsnds,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of aa Act of Congress, ap- roved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
tste of New Mexico and the rules and
regulstions of the Stste Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will effer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A. M., on Wednesday, Jsnusry
16th, 1918, in the town of Lovington, County of Les, Stale of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described trscts of land, vist
bale Ne. SM
S'A. Sec. 10 S& See. II;
Sec. 23; NWM, Sec. 24; T. 11 S.,
NtfN!
R. 3713., containing
960 acres.
The improvements on this tract consist of fenc$200.00.
vslue
ing,
Sals No. IN
EJS, Sec. 22; All of See.
All of
23; S',, Sec. 24; All of See. 25;

29,

-

All of Sec. 16, 19, 20, 21,
Sals No. IM
28, 30, SEX, SWSWX. See. 29; T. IIS., R.
36E
containing 4067.72 acres. The Improvements consist of 3 frsme shacks, bsrn, cor
rsl, well, windmill, tsnks, troughs and fencing, value $1200.00.
Sals No.. 91$

-

All of Sections 31. 32. 31,

T. US., R. 36E., All of Sections 4, 5, 6, 7,
New Theatre Ready To Open
T. 12S., R. 36E.,
Sec. 17;
8, 9, 16, NX,
The Wetmore Opera House is soon
6707.20 acres.
The improvements
containing
to on en under the manaircment of
consist 01 3 wells end windmills, tsnks and
Claude Pitts, who has everything in
fencing, value $1592.35.
2f.S2
readiness except the Seats, which
Sal Ne. (14
SH. Sec. IS; All of Secnave oeen snipped ana expeciea io
Sec. 27: SH, Sec.
tions 22, 23, 25, 26, E
All of Sec. 34, 35, 36, T. 12S., R. ME.,
33;
arrive daily.
All of Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, , 10, 11, 12, NWM,
It is the intention of the manageSec. 13; All of Sections 14. 15, 22, N& SW)2,
ment to run motion pictures and
Sec. 23;
SEKSEM.
EVSNEM, NWUNWM,
Sec. 26;
!o have vaudeville attractions in conNSEM, SEKSE. Sec. 27;
34
All
All
Sec.
Sec.
of
of
Sec.
27;
. containing iJ.i.w acres.
-nection with them. Everythinsf is ex
ciSJ L:
u.iJu.T
T,..r"
.""."
V?--?
improvements consist ol I wells aaa
fiif 7 Sec. 36: S.r"'.,i.
LAND FOR SALE.
T. 12S.. 'V,
SWM.
K.
contain
peeled in readiness for operation by
indmilts. tsnks. bsrn. sheds, corrsls and
ing 5080 acres, which 4480 acres were select- fencing, value $1780.00.
the middle of next week. Carrizozo LARGE TRACT ot grazing land north ot ed
tor the Santa Fe snd Crsnt County
of water tor stock and
Outlook.
I.onlburg.Includes
rlenty best
Railroad Bond Fund. The' improvements
All of Sections I, 2. 11,
farm land in south
Sals Ne. 11$

the killings it seems to be the rule
to hold up or slug at least one
The New Year will be ushered in'iitnrv driver every night. As no one
under circumstances and conditions is ever caught for slugging a jitney
which have no parallel in the hit driver there is a growing suspicion
CURRY
tory of the world. Civilized nations that the street railway politicians
are banded together in an effort to arc going to get rid of those jitneys
stem the tide of the Boche invasion, soon. Tucnmcari American.
School Bonds Carry Again
It
would take four
linotype
which, if successful!, would enslave
Not a great deal of interest was
the civilized nations.
machine's working an ine time aim taken in the school election Monday,
There had been two and a half a ton of paper a week to print all the purpose of which was to revote
Tears of the war before the United the announcements in full which the the bond issue for the new high
States threw into the Allied balance various Boards of the Government school building now in progress. The
farming.
the weight of its gold, provisions and State and Charity Organizations election held last spring showed a
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn, on this tract consist of wells, windmills, 12, 13, 14, NXNX, SEXNF-X-,
SWXNWM,
S'AS'A,
NWXSWX. NEXSEX, Sec. 23; All
and manufactured products. We have ,cnil us to publish. Aztec
potatoes and hay. fenced ana cross tenced. tank, and fencing, value $1720.
LUNA
decided majority for the bonds but
State
of Sections 24, 25, 26, 35, 36, T. I0S., R.
ranee area adjoining. No. 136,
Large
not yet added the weight of our arms
Sale No. SI7
All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. 33E. Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
the election had been declared void
M.
Record Santa Fe,
SXSX, Sec.
T US., R. 33E. All of Sec. 2; T. 2; All of Sections 3,NEXSEX,
36;
and men, and we shall not be able
5, 6, 7, NX. W
on account of irregularities in the
R. 13E., containing 1919.56 acres, of SWX, Sec. 8; NX, Sec.4, 9; NX, N'EXSWX,
12S.,
320 acres,
BARGAIN
A.
C.
Y.
House
W.
to do this' for some months yet.
MonOpened,
Formally
F.vtravagant earnings lead to
way it was called. The vote
miles from Mills, New Mexico, snd IS miles which 640 acres were selected for the Santa SEX. Sec. 10; All of Sees. 11, 14, WXWVi.
Belgium and France have borne the
spendings; extravagant
showed the people to be squtre-l- y The formal opening of the Y. W. from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. Sec. 17; All of Sections 18, 19; WXWX, Sec.
brunt of the attacks of the savage snendings to an increase in prices; daybehind the movement
improvements on this tract consist 20; All of Sections 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
belter C. A., buildings on West Pine street crood for fnrminff and crazinc: half is Sandv The
or
a reservoir, fencing, sheds and corrals, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. US.. R, 34E., containnordes of Germany and
increase in prices adds to the cost school facilities, notwithstanding the was held on Monday afternoon and loam and half black soil, 90 acres bmken for of
value
$1270,
acres
The improvements
well
with
A)
water,
cost
ing 21,515.13 acres.
good
cultivation,
a
brilliant assembly of the tract
Rumania has suffered, as .f lots and buildings; higher
fact that not a large vote was fil- evening, when
consist of 4 wells, tsnks, reservoirs, windadapted to farming and balance
(
Sec. 36; T. 12S., mills, and fencing, value $11,000.00,
have the Armenians; and now a g
buildings means higher rents; and led. The total vote was 287, with was present to assist the ladies in to grazing; price $9.00 per acre. No. 106, R. Sale No. 8M
32K.
All of Sec. 2; T. 13S. R. 32E.,
charge of the work of the associa- State Record, Santa Fe, N. H.
gantic army of Germans and Aus-- these load to higher charges for com only 6 against.
All of Sections 13, 24, 25,
Sale No. Ill
containing 678.08 acres. The improvements
tion in getting the project launched
trians is hammering hard upon gal modities sold within sucn DuiKlings
on this land consist of well, windmill and 36, T. 10S., R. 34E., All of Sec. 18; NX,
24 miles north of
ACRE
RANCH
lt.Mfl
tr. Deming under the happiest aussurface tank, value 1500.00.
a sort of perpetual motion, as it
lant Italy.
Sec. 19; NX, Sec. 31:
Good fences, fair grass, 480 acres deedNWX, Sec. 32; T.
Smash
In
Auto
Killed
Boy
R. 35E., All of Sections 3, 4, S, T. US...
10S
ed land, balance leased State land, good
In the meanwhile, the United States were- .- .Springer Stockman.
pices.
'A Sec. 25; R. 35E., contsining 5045.86 acres.
Sals No. IH
200 head of white faced catThe imEyi, See. 24;
A bad auto accident happened in
Hiss Mabel K. Stafford, in charge improvements,
has grown rich. Not what we have
tle can be bought with ranch, plenty of All of 35; All of Sec. 36; T. 13S., R. 34E., provements consist of fencing, value $750.09.
taken any undue profit from the
- State Record, Santa Fe, W
SKtf, F.'NEX,
The rabbit hunt, in the Centerville the Cameron neighborhood in this nl the southwestern field, and Miss
SWKNEtf, Sec. 30;
135,
T. 13S., K. 36E.
All of Sec. 2; Stt, Sec.
Sale No. 117
SX, Sec. 18; All of See.
county last Sunday afternoon, when (Catherine Budd, the architect, who N. M.
stricken countries; but in the natur neighborhood, last Friday was
T. 14S.. R. 35E., containing 3481.44 acres, 19; All of Sec. 30) NX, Sec 31; T. 17S..
al course of business the gold re
bv all who narticipated. There the car of W. J. Keener turned over. designed the buildings, were present WANTED About three sections of lessed 3;
1280 seres were selected for the R. 35E., All of Sections 32, 36, T. ITS., K.
of
which
s
was
Able
Mr.
of
son
The
little
serve has steadily accumulated here. .were 82 rabbits who lost their lives
representatives of the national land with
of grass and water. Desire S.inta Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond 34E., All of Sec. 2, T. 18S., R. 34K., conThe improvements on this tract taining 3814.81 acres.
The improvements
The Allies needed the supplies and n (he drive. At the ovster supper led, one of Mr. Kener's children re- - war work council of the association a location plenty
where cattle can graze all the Fund. of
3 houses, bsrn, corrals, 2 wells consist of well,
consist
Keen-- ! to assist Miss Eula
Mrs.
and
arm
round.
windmill, pump and fencbroken
a
ex-ceived
Please
enthe
give full description
a
crowd
year
Turner,
munitions which we were prepared Saturday night,
good
imtaok and fencing, value ing, value $1300,00.
ajid
windmills,
ot'ier
of water supply, buildings and
Mr.
and
Mr.
Keener
in
News.
the
and
Visa
Able..ecHtjve
Nara
and
to furnish,
receiving
secretary,
No. 138, care $5121.25.
consequently our joyed the evening.
provements in first letter.
were badly bruised.
All. of See. 14; SX, Sec,
bank balances began to bulge.
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$3,000.00
... . ,r
. aen
vou know b am guaranteed under the Pure Food
shoes, simplv
. ,
,
r
bttid rrv .nciurce
LINCOLN
ior some monins was exnonorated ,VJT
f,
would not do it. a it would be a and Drug Act of June 30, 1916. I
""""jf-(from both charges by the Colfax
run with my cut-oloss to him. Same applvs to a
open at all
county orana jury last week.
Don't ask for free puffs and speer s ann am. in tact, a guaranteed Teacher Unpatriotic, la Charva
MAIDEN LADY, 49, best character
write ups. They cost monev. the double
u I'f"
seamless.
r-u m
There has been a sensat on in M
and disposition, worth $35,000, want
same as the shoes
hydraulically welded .1 Capitan for the past two weeks
Wok is being "rushed on the new kind husband and happy home. Box
forged and oil tempered specimen of created by expressions
Enterprise.
made
by
Church in Roy and the 584A. Los Angeles, tal.
n 'mj!"
Miss Anna Pistor. one of the teach- - workers how
M'tmng on a
ii
v
I
ccrcala end i,torted
The Central Market has Buffalo ffonnd to
of an ,nch, Lrs in the H,gh School. Mis, Pistor
PILES
suffering Piles. Fistula,
y in a short hie f not ful y Fisures, Everybody
SaBsa hc- - BEVO
meat on sale for the Hol.daytr.He At hot-ai- r
Ulceration. Cottstipsttrm, Bleeding,
i
juggling you have noth-i- s
with having made un pa -- completed
U
chargP(1
,
It is a
budd Itching, write lor free trial Pnsitive PainI
The proprietor, state thev will sell in on me.
I"
to
j "JSt'Iti, 'itfv tscUei cood tl.ings
triotic remark. corlcer ms ,he
VJjl
less Pile Cure. S. U. TARNEY, Auburn,
cr .ait to ,ne Vown-- Rov
c"
,
i... ti,.
tams eea better
t at cost and that will be some- - I
V
Tariff R.t. Vrw Hi. I.
i.no. us.
th; ro,,ntr.
.
tnaisna.
nn,
r.n.
J
'
cn.anirr
j j
where ahont 75 cents, to $1.00 a pound
jg 'S
U you wish to avail yourself of and comDliment:ne Germanv.
ifc healAfuL
She .nin
HANDSOME
WIDOW, 36, worth S9J.000,
Dave Edwards and the Leaderman the
of a lifetime, wire was requested by the school board
B. Miasion Unity. San
will
opportunity
lonelr,
marry,
QUAY
pooled issues and put in our order, me, but unless you are fully prepar-jt- o
No. 128.
Francisco. CsL
resign, which she finally did, but
right now, for a spoonful of the en, tinanciaiiy ana pnysurally, to pay took the matter before the county
MARRIAGE
EARLY
desired by handsome
the tariff for such services, don't school board. That board referred
grkvyk Fort. Sumner Leader.
Builds Bit Reservoir
young lady with means. Gentlemen 21 to
bother me, as I am so nervous that the case to the Council o' Defense, City
l write R. L Box SS4.
Los Angeles Cal.
The City has commenced a five No. in.
El Paso is accumulating a large I cannot stand to have my dress- and the Council appointed a comhundred
'
thousand
reservoir.
gallon
assortment of murder mysteries, maker measure my clothes.
mittee of its body to investigate the
"Louise Gctkerc"
ranging, all the way from wealthy
matter; the committee has been in deheoeX Thrib?eiiHn1,i4,fnent CALIFORNIA BACHELOR,
worth
Mule Creek. N. M.. Dec 18, 1917.
outsiders and prominent home busisession here today taking testimony
built$4OO00
wonM
jf.B;x. 35
mlrry
ness men to jitney drivers. Besides Silver City Enterprise.
Continned on pa
but what will be the final result
14S.
League, Toledo, Ohio. No.
tight)
ANOTHER YEAR
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NWM WJ4NEJ4, Sec.
191, K.
con lamina 480 acres.
Th improvemsj as
eon si at of well, windmill and fencing,
(225.00.

Sal No. 12
Kyi, N'SSWtf. Lot 4, See. 1.
Lot 1, 2, Sec. 18; T. 198., K.
contain
The improTementa consist
Ing 523.SS acre.

Jl,

ol fencing, value 115U.UU.
SaU No. I2t
Syi, Sec. Si T. I9S., B
ine improve
containing mi acre,
nenta conaiat of fencing, vain (100.00.

u.,

Sal Na. KM
EKNEtf, Sec. IB; SWWSEU
NVsNWSa
SV4SWK.
Sec. 17:
Sec. 20;
T. 19S--, R. 38E., containing 3a
acres.
i ne improvements wuhh ui icnv
ing, ralue (50.00.

NWSW.

-

-

Saw No. M4I
EMSWM. SMSEM. Sec
1918, In the town of Estancis, County oi
Salo N. (44
All of Sec 36. T. 30 N..
N!
SWjd. R. 26 E., containing 640 acrea
Torrance, State ol New Mexico, in from 21; E'SNEH, NWMNEM, NWM,
Improve- of the Court bouse therein, tb
followins
EXSEM, Sec. 28; T. 30 N RT 27 E conment conaiat of fencing, ralue (200.00. No
described tract ol Hods, vis:
taining 600 acres. There are no improve- oiu win dc accepted lor leas man IW.UU,
menta.
per acre;
Sal No. 33
S',NEX, SEXNWM. Sec
Sal
No. 148
Sal N. 45
36; T. 5N., R. 6E., containing 120 acrea. Thi
SMNEM. Syi, See. 23;
NJ4 SESs), N'A SWU, SES
consist of fencing, valur NW. S'5. Sec. 24: All of Src. 25 : 26: T. njti ore. ro; j. aj n., k. 20 t,., con- improvement
30 N., R. 27 E., containing 2160 acres,
340.09.
of t.'lininiT hOO acres.
Imnrovementa ennaiat
which. Z4U acres were selected lor the aanta well anilfencing,
value 0450.00. No bid will
Sale No. tU
SWXSWJ4, EKSWJ4, Sec re and Grant ounty Katlruad Bond rund. De accepted for less than 110.00 per acre.
36; T. 5N., R. 6E containing 120 acrea. Thcr
There are no improvements.
are no improvementa.
Sal
N. 4
SWI4SWK, Sec. 16; T.
Sal No. 147
All of Sec. 27: E'NEM. 20 N., R. 26 E containina: 40 acrea. ImSal No. til
WV,NWU. NWMSWU. Sei SWMNWM. SJ.SEM. Sec. 33; Kyi WtfSWM, provements consist of fencing, value (62.50.
ec.
36; T. 5N.. R. 6E containing 120 acre, then sc-Kcontainno dm win ne accepted tor less tnan
i. ju n., k.
are no Improvementa.
There are no improve
$10.00 per acre.
ing 1400 acrea.

-

-

-

-

-

a

J;

See. 22: WXNWJ4.
SWXSEM,
SWU, WM SWM, NWMSEM.
See. 2); T. 11 N., R.
SEJ4.SEM. Sec. 23;
m, NhNWM,
E., containing 300 acrea. Improvements
fSKXNWM.
SWi, Sec. 26; W1?NEW, NES? SEM.N'EU. NWvC Sec IS: All of See. 16;
ec. 27; NWja.ntM,
NykWH. Sec. 17; WK, See. 19; Kyi,
NWM,
.
l
eonlminmir SEM, EKSWM, SWMSWM. Sec. 20; All oi
c
n., k.
uwv acres,
Sec. 21; NM, Sec. 22,; WM, SEM, Sec.
i ncre are no improvements,
TO' Alt nt"
n r
m. 1"
is
Sal
No. M3
NH, SWM, Sec. 1; T. 21 N'W!,NF.M,
NEMNWji. SEMSWx'!
R
.
32 E
SEX N EM, OiSEM. Sec. 35; SEM, Lois 3,S'jNEyi,
4, Sec. 31; T. 28 N., R. 30
All of Sec 36, T. 22 N., R. 32
., containImproae-ment- s
acrea.
containing 8998.32
ing 1240 acres. There arc no improveof two wells and fencing,
ments.

SE.

.w,

a c,

E,

C

-

t.,

value

$5100.00.

Sal
No.
4
NWM, SEMNWM,

17

SWMSWM. Sec. 5; WM
Sal Na.
curu
(JwSFU suruci-Sec. 8; ?.' 23 N., R. 36 Sec. 2;
Sec. 3; Lots 1, 4, s'mNEM!
in.
t., containing loO acres. There are no . Ser. Eyj,
4: All nl
C vw C..
improvements.
WiaNE, SEMNEM, NWM.' WJ4SWM, Eyi
s,c-Idlxc:
A" ol
""'1.
Sal Na.
S
NEMSWli NUSFU KFU
m. u,
NK'iNRU wv.FU
uriz s
Sec.
; SS4,
SEM, Sec
; S'i, Sec.
15,
SWU. NJ4SEM, SWMSEM. Sec. "l9; T. 29
'i
see to; nit oi oec.
33
R.
ncttiv&la.
"i,
N.,
E., containing 4544.75 aCrea. Im
NWM.SEM. Sec. 18: NEW. Nl.SKli
Rii
ol fencing, value $911.- 20; KjNEM. SEM, Sec. 21; WM, Sec. 22, provements consist
m., aw a
acres
aw
containing
valne
improvements consist of fencina.
NEM. Nl.NWU
Sal. No. 1M
CFU
NWM, NEMSEM, SSM, Sec. 32; T. 27
R. 30 E., containing 480 acres.
N.
There
arc uu improvementa,

12; NM, SEM, Src. 13; All of Srcrtons Ma
17; T.
K., R. $ W., NM, SEM, NMSwZ
SEMSWM, Sec I; All ol Section
2,
10, 11, 12, T. 3 N., R. 16 W., All of Se.
lions 9; 10; NEM. NMNWM, SWMNWM,
Sec 11; T. 3 N.. R. 17 W., SEM, See. tT.
T. 4 N.. R. 17 W-- . contaimna 16.134.01
acrc,s of which 160 acrea were selected for
tne santa le and Orant Lounty Railroad
nana runa. improvements consist of tenc-in-

i

T

value $640.00.
Sal. Na. 154
EM. SEMNWM, EMSW!
Lots , 4, sec z; NM, SW
wy,sc.M. sec. ii: W',swu. skusw

3vsw,,
Sec.

13;

-

WMNEM,

EMWM,

NMSEM,

Se.

,

14;
Sec. 23; T.
EMNWM, SWMNWM,
17UJ.VD
"
acre,
Each of the above described tracts will
"., h. ti w containing
of
consist
value $400.- be
offered
fencing,
No. 1MI
for sale separately.
NWUNEU. N'.NWU.
Sal
Sal No. Ml
WHSEJ4
The above aale of land will be subject
SWMNWM. S'A, Sec, 35; T. 30 N., R. 27
Vyi, SWMNF-X- ,
to the following
terms and conditions,
SESEX,480 Sec. 31; T. 1S., K. 3tE., con
4u acres, mere are no via.:
Sal No. MS
All of Sections 16; EM
No bid on the above described tract
M c, containing
the successful bidder must pay to
acrea. The improvement cos
taimng
Sec. 17; AU of Sections 18, 19, 20, SWU,
land will be accepted for less than Ten improvement.
the Commissioner of Public Lands or his
list of fencing, value ((5.00.
c,
of
Sec
AI
Section
21;
28, 29, 30, 11, Z
ol
wu.tjuj imnars per acre, wnicn is tn ap
agent holding such sale,
Sal
No. l4f
SWMNWU.
WKSWU.
WM, Sec. 33, T. 4 S., 9 W., All of SecSal No. m
SEKSEM, Sec. 35; T. 19S. praised value thereof and In addition there SEMSWM.
price offered by him for the land,
SEM, Sec. 22; T. 30 N., K. 27 the
tions
27; 32; 34; 35; WM, SEM, NM
26;
It. ME., containing 40 acre.
No improve to the successful bidder must nay for thr
four
in
cent
cent
for
interest
advance
per
NEM, SEMNEM, Sec. 33; T. 4 a, R. U
containing 320 acres. There are no im- the balance
menu.
of such purchase price, feea
improvements
W.. All Ol Section 4: NU
SWU.
provements.
Uu
for advertising and aooraiaement and all
Sec. 9; All of Sec. 16; SMSEM, Sec
SEM,
17
STM.
Sal
9N..
Sec.
T.
7:
S
No bid on the above described tract
cost Incidental to the sale
ei
N.
each
All of Sec. 1; 2; Lot 1, nnu aii oi aaid amounts must herein,
Sal Na. MS
No bids on the above described tracts of 17; All of Section 19, 21, 28, 32, 33, T. i
land will be accepted for lea thaa FIVE 8E., containing 160 acrea. The improvements
oe depositcontaining
'
R. 9 W., All of Sec. 24; T. 5 S., B.
SWMNWM,
SEM, Sec. 3; All ed in cash or certified exchange at the IinDrovenienta
DOLLARS
($5.00)
consist ol welt. wind. mill land will be accepted for less than $5.00 S.,
per acre, which la tht consist of fencing, value $75.00. No bid 4, SJ4NEM,
10
NM. SWM, NMSEM, SWMSEM. See.
Sec. 4; NJ4, SWM. NEMSEM, Sec. 5; time oi aaie ana wnicn aaia
amounts and iwo tanas ana lencing, value ,1174.23.
appraised value thereof and in addition on this tract will be accepted for less than of
per acre, wnicn is tne appraised vslue C. W.,
C- a.
Ct.'lj'Ctriy
ii.' M.
All of Sec. 6; SMNEM. NWMNEM,
7,
EM .nil of them are subject to forfeiture to the
n v,
o, All oi Oocc, tv,
thereto the aucceaaful bidder maat pay foi Vi.uu per acre.
wicrcui ana in aaanion inemiA
h
.nr.
Sec. 17; SE
SWW,
Sec.
NWSEW,
NWM,
SWWSEW,
NmSEM,
e;
land.
NWJ4NEM,
Kyi state ol New Mexico, if the successful
the improvement that exist on the
Sal
No. NT
Lot 1, Sec. 2; T. 22 N., crssiui oiuarr must psy lor the improve- SEW, Sec. 29; SEWNWW.
SWU. NEtf. Sec 14: T NWM, SWMNWM.
SEA.
Sal No. tU
NWMSWM.
SEM. Sec. bidder does not execute a contract withR. 34 t., containing 39.39 acrea.
EjSWW,
uu
cai.t
in jsna.
ImproveSec. 31: FM. SWU. SWNWU. Sec. 32- - 4
Each of the above described tract will 9N K. 9E-- . containing 320 acrea. Then 9; NM NEM. SM, Sec. 10; EM EMNWM, in thirty days sfter it has been mailed ments consist of a house, well, and
fencare no improvements on this tract. No SWMNWM. SWM, Sec. 11; All of Sec. U; to him by the Slate Land Office, said ing, value (370.001
be offered for sale leparately., M 6 S., 8 W., All of Sections 4, 9, 16, 1.
All nf
Sal No. MM
13; 14; 15; EM. SKNWjt, SWM,
Sec. 16; contract to provide
bid on thia tract will be accepted for lea
R. 34 E containinK 640 acrea. There are' JI, JW, IVSW. SWWbWW, SEWSEW, Sec
that the purchaser
27; All of Section! 28, J2, 33, 34, NW, NE
Sec. may at his option make payments of not
SEMNWM.
SM,
EMNEM, WMNWM.
'The above aale of land will be subject man sj.uu per sere.
Sal No. Ml
NH, SWJ4. NEJ4SEX- - Sec. no imnrovementa. Nn h,H will h
SWM. Sec. 35; T. 6 S., R. 9 W., SEWNEW,
Sec. 19; EM, SWM. Sec. 20; less than
17; SEMSEM.
to the following term
and condition
of
five per 1; NEM. KKSEX,
Sec. 2; T. 22
R. ed for less than $10.00 per acre.
-Each of tb
SEWNWW, EWSWW, SEW Sec. 6; T. 7 &,
above deasrtbed tract will Kyi, SWM, NMSEM. Sec. 21; NM. NJ4SWK, cent of the purchase priceninety
34
via.:
at any time
I.., All of Sec. 36, T. 23 N., R. 4 E.,
R. 9 W.. E'iSLU.
Sec. 22; All of Sec. 23; 24; NWtf after the sale and prior to the expiration
.
be offered lot sal separately.
SWSE((i. Sec. Ii T.
Na.
1397.72
Sal
s
SFKNFtf
11
n
acres.
SE,
containing
7 S., R. 10 W.,
WWWVi NEM.SEH. Sec. of thirty years from the date of the con- consist of fencing, value $260.00.Improvements n., v
NEK, NEMNWM,
containing 26,346.97 acres.
40 acres.
are
Except for land (elected for the Santa
.
contaimnir
There
aub
will
NKNfci-aale
of
25:
be
The above
landa
coniilt of fencing, Talus
SEWNE!. NWK. NiCSWi. tract and to provide for the payment of
Fe ana Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
no improvements. No bid will be accept- Itnprnvementi
$5050.00.
the successful bidder nut nay te the ject to the following term and condition
SKiJSWM, SEM, Sec. 26; KE'A, ENWW, any unpaid
balance
Sal
at the expiration of
No. M
SWtfSEX, Sec. If; Wyi ed for less than $10.00 per acre,
Sec. 27; NEMNEJ4,
Commiiaioner of Public Land or hi agent via:
SWM, W!4SE!4,
Kyi thirty years from the date of the con- S&A, Sec. 22; T. 22 N., R. 34 E., contain
No bid on the abov edeacribed
tracts
NWX,
such sale,
of thr
NWtfSWj?, SEJ4SEX, tract with interest on deferred payments ing ui acres,
SWMNWM,
holding
Sal No. 111
mere are no improvements.
S'A.
EaNEM,
WMNWM,
Sec. 32; T. 23 N., R. 33 E containing 480 of land will be accented for lesa thun
The auccessful bidder must oav to thr Sec. 28; All of Sec. 29; 32; i.',, SNWW, at the rate nf four per cent per annum
price offered by him for the land, foni
$3.00
acre, which is the appraised value
SWW. Sec. 33: NUNEM. SwWNEVi. NWS.. payable in arlvance on the
per
7
Sal
of
acres.
percent interest in advance for the balancr Commissioner of Public Lands, or hi
Sec.
T.
of
consist
N.
Improvements
SEH,
3;
fencing,
anniveraary
ESW)4,
of auch purchaae price, fees for advertiain
No bi.l will be accepted for thereof, ant in addition thereto the
mch sale,
of thr W'ASWX, NWXSEJ4, Sec. 34; IMJ4NE)4Nfc.J i the date of the contract, partial payments 22 N.. R. 34 E.. containing 24U acres. value $208.75.
bidder tnubt pay for the improve
and appraisement and all costs incidental mice offered bv
Sec. 35; NWMNWM,
lo be credited on the anniversary of Hie There are no improvement.
him for tb
less than $10.00 per acre.
land, lout NWM,
mcntii.
to the sale herein, each and all of said per cent interest in advance for the balancr Sec. 36; SjSi,
T. 23 N., R. 24 E.. SWM. Sec. date of the contract next following
the
amount must be deposited in caah or cert of such nurchase orice. the feca for ad u; swNWM. .mwmswm. sec. 13; wy, uaic oi tcnaer.
Sal
Sal No. 112
No. ,71
All of See. 1; T. 23
N4, SSWM, SEtfSEX,
Each of the above described tracts will
ified exchange at the time of ssle and
,
Sec. 2; T. 23 N., R. 28 E., containing 444.80 N., R. 34 E., containing 640 acres.
ImSKMSC.M, Sec. c.14;vertising and appraisement and all costs
Wj,it. NJShLK,
be pffered for sale separately.
c tfc.
which said amounts and all of them art incidental
ah ui
uriy
ii. sill
.i
, a, c
The above sate ot land will he subj ct acres.
to the aale herein, and eacn sac
of fencing, provements conaist of frncintr, value $500.00.
tt
consist
trt,
Improvements
No hid will be accepted for less than
subject to forfeiture to the State of Ne all of eaid amounta muat be deooaited ia 25; Ea, SEWNWJ4, SVi&4, Sc. 26; SWJi to valid existing rip tits, easements, rights vaiue aia.w,
The above gale of land v. ill be subject
of way and reservations.
Mexico, if the auccessful bidder does noi cash or certified exchange at the time oi
H0.00 per acre.
to the following terms and coalitions,
execute a contract within thirty days aftei aaie, ana wnicn said
SEW. Sec. 32: E'NEU. M'.RW'.
Sal No. 7
All of Sec. 7; Wj, Sec.
amounta
all ot WA.
and
Commissioner
The
of
Public Lands or 8; E'i. E'AWyi, Lots 2, 4, Sec. 18; All of Sale No. 111
for land selected fur tW
viz.:
Except
it has been mailed to him by the Statr the.-- are aubiect to forfeiture to the Statr
Sec. 33; NFM, ENWMj, NVNVi4,
All
nf
K
n
his
Railroad Don4
Santa Fe ami Grant
holding such sale reserves the S c. 17, T. 23 ' N., R. 28
Land Office, eaid contract to provide thai of New Mexico if the successful bidder doer
N,SEJ4, SI'SEjii, Sec. 34; All of right agent
E., containing R. 36 E., containing 640 acres. Itnnrove runu, i nc (.uixe&Hiui County
to reject any and all bids offered 2155.32
the purchaser may at his ootion mske oav not execute
iiiuner mum pay im
of well, ments consist of fencing, value $350.00. No
acres.
contract within thir'v da jr. Sections 35; 36; T. 24 N., R. 24 E.,
consist
Improvements
Commihsioner
at said sale.
the
of Public Lands or his
ments of not less than
Kind-milol after it ha been mailed to him by thr
bid
will
be
21,220.04 acres.
con
for
less than $10.00 agent holding such sale,
Improvemcnti
accepted
reservoir, tanks and fencing,
of
ninety-fivsisl of kncitiK, value $3550.W.
percent of the purchase pricr State Land Office, eaid contract to
Possession under contracts of sale for the vmIuc $2066.00.
per acre,
the price offered by him for the land,
at any time after the sale and prior tr that the purchaser may at his optionprovidr
mast
a.iovr described tracts will be given on
in
cent
four
for
cent
interest
advance
.
the expiration of thirty years from datf payment
per
Sail
Sale No. usi
of not leas than
Sal No. 114
No. t7,
All of Sec. 16; T. 23 N.,
All of Sec. 16; T. 25 N., the balance of auch
or before October 1st, 191.
of the contract, and to provide for the of ninety-fiv- e
putchuac price, fees
R. 28 E., containing 640 acres.
There arc R. 36 E., containing 640 acres. Improveper tent of the purchase 5: All of Sec. .16: T. 24 N.. R. 23 K.
for advertising anil aiipraiM incut and all
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex price at any time after the sale and prior NNE. SWJ4NEJ4, W'A, SEtf, Sec. 2(;
ments consist of fenc'ng, ploughing, value coats
Witness my hand and the official veal no improvements.
,
incidt
ntal
aale hi rein, each
to
the
of
from
the date ol to the
of thirty year from dat
piration
No bid will be accepted for less
$1367.50.
of the State Land Office ol the State of
thirty yeara
tyce. ZHJ All ol.Sec.
WJjWt
and all of said amount numt he deposit:
the contract with interest on deferred pay of the expiration
EV.F'A. Lot
Sal No. 74
Src. 30: All of Sec. 31: New Mexico, this 23rd day of November,
SK, See. 31; All of Sec. than $10.00 per acre.
contract, and to provide for thr Ir.JiW,
li
in
ed
rtifii-cash
or
ci
ments at the rate of four per-ceexchange at the
.12; Ea. SWW.
pel payment of any unpaid balance at the ex T. 24 N., R. 24 E., containing 2870.53 acres, 1917.
EtfNWX, Sec. 33; SYjNW'A.
time of sale and which said amounts and
annum, payable in advance on the anniver piration of thirty year from the date o' oi which 159.53 acres
Sal MIS
All of Sec. 36, T. 26 N., R. all
were selected for
Sec. 35; T. 24 N., R.
Sj, E Sec. 34; SWU,2078.40
of them are subject to forfeiture to the
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
32
E
28
aary of the date of contract, partial pay the contract, with intcreat on deferred the Santa re and Grant ounty Railroad
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rights,
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The successful bidder must pay to the provement
of reservoir and fencSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
E., containing date of tender.
I: T. 16 N., R. 33 E.. containing 198.60 acres. Sec43 31; T. 32 N., R. 36
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent ing, value $390.50.
By T. B. CATRON,
acres. There are no improvements.
Its).
of the
Its President.
There are no improvements.
holding such sale,
The sale of land selected for tbe Santa First Pnhlicflion Dec. 7. 1917.
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
tbe price offered by him for the land, four
1.
2.
4.
SEMNEM.
No.
Lots
1(34
Sale
Sal No. its
WMNEM, EMNWM, NM Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund LasT Publication December
Sale No. 4
117.
NEM, N'SEM. Src. 10,
ner cent interest in advance on the bal- NWMSWM SEM, Sec 1; K'i. SWM, NM
2,
28
be
will
above
R.
and
29
to
terms
Sec.
the
T.
N.,
-PUBLIC LAND SALE
8,
subject
T. 15 N., R. 32 E., containing 240 acres. SWM. NWMSEM.
ance of said purchase price, fee for ad- SEM, SWMSEM, Sec. 2; EM. Sec. 3; T. 29
There are no conditions except that the successful bid-tiE., containing 280 acres.
There are no improvements.
real et
El
Paso
vertising and appraisement and all costs N.. R. 27 E.. Lot 4. Sec. 6: T. 29 N., R.
INVESTMENTS
exin
certified
or
cash
must
COUNTY
MORA
pay
improvements.
Incidental to the sale herein, each and all 28 E containing 1323.95 acres. There are
of
ale investments pay well. Incret-sint- ?
change at the time of sale
All of Sec. 3; T. 16 N., R.
Sale No. 5
f said amounta must be deposited in no improvements.
him
the
for
1M1
offered
No.
Public
SMNEM,
price
Sale
Office
NWMNEM,
by
of
ol
Commissioner
purchaso
the
692
values. Future assured Soma
29 E.,
acres. Tbcre are
cash or certified exchange at the time ol
containing
in "adSM, Src. 21; N',SWM. WM the land four per cent interest
SWMNWM,
Lands,
no improvementa.
ale and which said amounts and all ol
NWM. N'SWM. NWM
Sale No. IMS
good
for
of
vance
things on hand. Indicate size
the
balance
such
Sec.
SMSM,
Src.
purchase
22;
NEMSEM,
20;
SEM.
New
to
Mexico.
the Mate SEM, Sec. 14; NEM, NEMSEM, Sec. 15;
Santa Fe,
them are subject to forfeiture
investment and send
51
All of See. 26, T. 16 N., T. 30 N., R. 28 E., containing 840 acres. price and will be required to execute a A contemplated
Sale
No.
sriven
that
oursusnt
Notice
is
f New Mexico if the successful bidder does T.
BU
hereby
JU
1
K.
acres,
contract providing for the payment of the for list. McCuteheon & McCutcheoo
containing
There are no improvements.
s
R. 33 E., containing 640 acres. Improveot execute a contract within thirty days of which 280 acresc, were
selected
for the to the provisions of an Act of
of
in
such
balance
price
purchase
after it has been mailed to him by the Santa Fe and Grant oCunty Railroad Bond approved June 2Uth. 1V1U, the laws ol the ments consist of a well, valued at $500.00.
with in- S15 Mills BIdff. El Paso, Texas
Sale No. 1M2
SMSWM, SEMSEM, Sec. thirty equal annnal instalments
State Land Office, said contract to pro-rid- Fund.. There are no improvements.
State of New Mexico, and rules and regR. 28 E., containing 120 terest on all deferred payments at the
All of Sec. 30, T. 16 N., 26; T. 30 N
Sale No. K2
that the purchaser may at his opulations of the State Lsnd Office, the
nf
in ad- FOR SALE STOCK RANCH,
four
eight miles
annum
cent
rate
per
per
There acres. There are no improvements.
of Public Lands will offer R. 33 E., containing 617.64 acres.
tion make payments of not less than one
Sale No. 103
Sec. 19; NWM, Comminsioner
EVSSEM.
from Demirg N. M. Cum pr ning 320 acres
vance, payments and interest due on O.
bidder st ar eno improvements.
thirtieth of ninety five per cent of the NSWtf,
Sec.
land all fenced, three room house,
29; at public sale to the highest
NMSEM,
SWMSWM,
of
each
patented
IMS
No.
Sale
1st,
WMNEM,
year.
WMNWM,
SWM,
purchase price at any time after the sale SEMNEM. ESEM, Sec. 30; EMNEM. Sec. 2 o'clock. P. M.. on Wednesday. February
barn etc. three school sections leased free,
Sale No. KI
SWM. See. 8, NWM, Src. W',SEM. Sec. 27; T. 30 N.. R. 28 E., conand prior to the expiration of thirty years 31; T. 30 N., R. 27 E., containing 640 acres, 27th, 1918, in the town of Mora, County of
above sale of land will be subject with fine opon range two good wells, about
from the date of the contract, and to pro- of which 120 acres were selected for the Mora, State of New Mexico, in front of 17; T. 16 N R- - 34 E., containing 320 acres. taining 400 acres. There are no improve- toThe
valid
existing rights, easements, riht 40 hrad Hereford cattle, and about 40 head
ments.
vide for the payment of any unpaid bal- Santa Fe and Grant ounty Railroad Bond the court house therein, the following des- There are no improvements.
work horses mares and mules, including
of way and reservations.
ance t the expiration of thirty years Fund. There are no improvements.
cribed tracts of land, via.:
three studs and one jack. Stock in fine
Lots 4, Sale No. IM4
No. rS4
Sal
All of Sec. 28; SWM, Sec
NEM, EMSF-M-,
from the date of the contract with inof Public Lands or shape and fnod stuff, for complete outfit,
Lota 2, 3, 4, SyiNyi, SM. 5, 6, Src. 19, T. 17 N., R. 29 E., contain- 29; T. 30 N., R. 28 E., containing 800 acres. hisThe Commissionersuch
terest on deferred payments at' the rate
Sale No. 1(37 SMSEM, Sec. 22; S'A, NM Sal No. 4I
$K,5fi.ft0, its a dandy buy. Oood reason for
the
sale
reserves
holding
agent
in
There are no improve- There are no improvement.
of four per cent per annum, payable
SWM. NEMSEM, Sec. 23; All of Sec. 24. Sec 1; All of Section 2; T. 22 N., R. 22 ing 316.90 acres.
cheap. Thos. i. Ait ken, 512,
riebt tn reject any and all bids offered disposal
advance on the anniversary of the date of T. 25 N R. 26 E., Lots 3, 4, Sec. 18; All E., N'S. N'SSEM. Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2; ments.
Na
South (.old Avenue. D ming, N. M.
at said sale.
the contract, partial payments to be credited of Sec. 19; SWM. SWMSEM. Sec. 20; All S
SEMSWM. Sec
NEMSEM. WKSWM,
IMS
116.
No.
NEM.
EMWM.
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SWMSWM.
Sale No. S5
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T.
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Sec.
N..
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Possession under contracts ol sale for the
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There sre no above described tracts will be givt-K',, SEM, WS4SWM. SEMSWM. Sec. K'45; SEMSWM,
E., contafning 480 acres.
on
containing 3482.24 acrea. Improve- All
SWM, S'SS'S, See. 34; NKNVJ, Src. 35, T.
of Sec 8; NNEM. SEMNEM,
consist of welt, wind-mil- l,
or before October 1st, 1918.
troughs
improvements.
17 N., R. 29 E-- ,
840
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
There
acres.
The above sale of lands wilt be subject ments
13:
Sec
containing
W54SWM,
SEM,
NWM, SWMNWM,
$1102.00.
value
and
fencing,
to valid, existing rights, easements, rights
All of Src 14; All of Sec. 17; 20; T. 22 are no improvements.
Witness my hand and the official
Lots 1. 2, 3, 4, SWMNEM.
Sale No. 1M
NOTARY PUBLIC
f wsy and reserrationa.
23 E., WvS, Sec 6; T. 22 N., R.
R.
N.,
of
the State Land Office of the State
All of Sec 16; NEMNEM, 24
Sale No. 13
All of See. 26; All of SMNWM. SJ4SWM, SEM. Src 2; SMSEM, of
Sale No. S
E., Lot 2, W'4. WMSEM, Sec. 3: All
New Mexico, this 23rd day of November.
Offic Capital City Bank Bld.
Sec. 27; T. 17 N., R. 33 E, containing 1280 SWM, Sec 3; SMNM, SM, Src. 4; NM, NM
The Commissioner of Public Lands or bis SEMNEM. SMSWM. SEM Sec. 17; Kyi. Src. of Src. 4; 5; SEMSEM. Sec 9;
E'SNWM.
SWMSEM.
SH, Sec. 5; Lot I, NMSEM,
There are no improvements.
Now Maxac.
NEM NWM. N4SEM. SJ4SWM. Sec. 10; Eyi acres.
Santo Fa
gent holding such sale reserves the right 20; NM. NMSM, Sec. 21; NEM,
ROBERT , P. ERVIEN,
NWM, N14SWM.
Src 6; All of Src. 8; All of Sec. 9: 10;
to reject any and' all bids offered at aaid NMSEM. Sec. 8; WMNEM,
NMSWM. Sec 11; All Sections 14,
Commissioner of Public Lands of th?
Sec 9; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., con- NWM,
Sale No. S7
SMSWM. NEMSWM. Src. NM. WMSWM. SEMSWM. See. II: NMNEM.
ale Possession under contracts of sale NWMSEM,
of
19, 30,
All
Sections
SM.
Src.
17;
16,
15,
2480 acres.
The improvements con- 31, T. 23 N-- , R. 23 E.. All of Sections 32, 13. SEMSEM. Src. 14; NEM, See 23; NM 22: T. 29 N R. 29 E containing 120 acres.
State of New Mexico. i.
i o sse"i P"
(or the above described tracts will be taining
pniiiinAA
Wl
Coun30.
1917.
Of
$325.00.
Grant
selected
for
the
and
Publication
of
M
November
Fe
Santa
First
value
sist
MC
tUWAnUO
fencing,
Sec. 34; T. NEM, Sec. 24; T. 18 N., R. 36 E., SWM.
33, NWM, NMSWM, SWMSWM,
given on or before October first, 1918.
There are no im Last Publication February 1, 1918.
Lots 3, 4, Sec. 18:
2, Src. ty Railroad Bond Fund.
-- LAW
24 N., R. 23 E-- , containing 14,850.22 acres.
ATTORNEYS-A- T
EMNEM, Sec. 22; SMNWM.
753.67 provementa.
Witness my hand and the official aeal Sal No. 1(3
19; T. 18 N., R. 37 K., containing
a
two
of
consist
house,
Improvements
27
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
E., containing wells and
4 the State Land Office of the State of Sec 23; T. 25 N., R.
windmills, fencing, value $2575.00. acres.. There are no improvements.
OFFICEt
Sal No. MZ
SWMNEM. SEMNWM. EM
There are no improvements.
New Mexico, thia Fifteenth day of Novem- 160 acrea.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SWM, SMSEM, Sec. 6: All of Sec 7; NM
ber, 1917.
All
KS
Sale
No.
Palac A WasBiBgtaa Ava,
Src
WM,
SMSEM,
1;
Caraor
of
All
Src. 1; 2; EyiE'i,
Sal No. 4J
Sec. 25; Alt of Src
30 N., R. 28 E., contain-inNo.
NWM.
T.
18;
Sale
1(4
SMSM,
Sec
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Sec. 2; EV,, SWM, SMNWM. NEMNWM,
972.25 acres, of which 245.20 acres were
PUBLIC LAND SALE
36; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., containing 800 acres. Sec 3; EMEM, Sec 10; All A.of Sec. 11; of
Santa Fa. Nw Manic.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
SEMNEM. Src. 14; E'SSWM, Src. 13; WMNWM.
12; T. 22 N Jl. 24 E., tM
selected tor th esanta re and (,rant bounStat of New Mexico. There are no improvementa.
NWM. 24; T. 20 N.; R. 32 E All of Src 36, NM, ty Railroad Bond Fund.
SM. Sec. 2; Cbts 1. 2, SWMNEM.
SOCORRO COUNTY
ImDrovements
13, T. 21 N., R. 32 E.. containSec
SWM,
2,
3,
Sec.
Lots
R.
1,
SEMNEM,
25
First Publication Nor. 23, 1917.
SHSM.
ot
3;
All
T.
Sec
141
consist of fencing, $150.00.
Sal
N.,
16;
Improvements consist
Last Publication January 25, 1911.
24 E., containing 640 acrea.
There are no SWM. SMSEM, Sec 4; SWMNEM, SEM, ing 2776.60 acrea.
Office
of the Commissioner ol Public
Sec 5; Lots 3, 4, S, SWM, Sec 6; All of of fencing, value $775.00.
SMNWM. SWM. Src 21:
Sale No. MS
improvement.
Lands,
Sec. 7; SEMNWM. SWM. Sec.
; NMNEM,
T. 30 N-- , R. 31 E-- , containing 240 acrea .Santa
F. Ntw Mexico.
NEMNWM.
EtfSWM.
Sale No. K
Alt of Sec 32; T. 25 N-- , SEMNEM.
SMSEM,
Sal No. 142
N;;, Sec. 2; NEM, Src There are no improvements.
ST ATI OF NEW MEXICO
Notice is hereby snven that ptirstiant
DIAMOND
NMSM. Src. 4; NM, NJ4SM, Src
R. 24 E., containing 640 acre. There are Sec 9; All of Sec. 16; T. 22 N., R. 25 E., 3; Ky
s
of an Act ol
to
the
provisions
Lot 6. Sec 6; All of Sec 7; WM. Sec. 5: SEM. Src. 10: SWM. Sec 11; T. 20 N..
Lot 4. SWMNWM. See
Sale Na M
no improvement.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
June 20th, 1910, the laws of thr
Lot J, Sec. 19; SWMSWM, R. 33 E-- . NM, SWM. Sec 32, T. 21 N, R. 1; T. 30 N., 29 E., containing 80.18 acres. approved
18; NMNEM,
State of New Mexico, and rules and regSWMNEM.
SMNWM. NWMSWM. Src 23; NEMNEM.
Sal No. M4J
PUBLIC LAND BALE
WSEM, 33 E., containing 1873.30 acre. Improve-mnet- s There are no improvements.
ulations of the Stste Land Office, the
Sec
consist of well, reservoir, fearing
SSWM, SWMSEM. Sec. 9; NMNEM, NEM WM. See. 26: EM, NWM. NMSWM.
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
NEM.
28:
value
M
Sec
NEMSWM.
COUNTY.
NMSEM,
NM. SEM. NMSWM. Src. at
TORRANCE
$607.00.
and ploughing,
NMSWM,
Sal No.
SMSEM, Sec 27; NM,
NWM, SMNWM,
public sale to the highest bidder at
Sec. 21; Sec. 29; NEMNWM. Sec 30: SMNEM, SM
15;
SEMSEM,
I: EM. SMNWM, SWM, Src. 2; EMNEM. 10 o'clock
NEM, NWMSEM,
A. M., on Tuesdsy, March 5th,
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Sale Na. M
NWM. See. 1; T.
N EMSEM. Sec
SEM. Sec 32; NEMNEM, SMNM, SM.
; SMNEM, NWMNEM,
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.
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S ,V
raaatat Tor
Srr-SV4.
34:
All R. 33 E.. containing 105.91 acre. There are SEM, Sec. 11; SWMNWM.
33: NEU. SKNWU.
Sec
WMSEM, Sec 22: NWMSWM, Sec 26; NM
Fa, New Mexico.
WMSWM, Sec. Socorro, State of New Mexico in front of DIAMOND
bKAND PILLS ia Red .DdAX
NEM. EMNWM, SWMNWM. SWM, SMSEM, of Sections 35. 36, T. 23 N., R. 25 E., con ao im proven en t a.
31
NWMNEM.
T.
12;
court-housdesNMNWM,
Src
14;
the
the
therein,
following
asetaliic
sealed
wilk
Gold
boxes,
Bluf(
conSec. 27; WyiNWM.
N R. 29 E enntainina 2112.02 acres. Im cribed tracts of lsnd, via.:
Sec 34; taining 11.9SZ.11 acres, improvements
Notie I hereby given that nwr
NWMSWM,
ibbon. Taxa no otsii. Bay mt
VV
Lets .'7. SEMSWtf. See. provements consist of well, value $50.00.
aist of tracing, value $2025,00.
SJ Wo. Ml
to the provisions of an Act of Congress NWMNWM, Sec 35; T. 26 N-- . R. 2C
mm
aak tmr
of the containing 1800 acrea
The improvement!
20, 1910, the law
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MS
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An of Section
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No,
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ril.Ln,Always
N-No bid for above described tract of lead 1, 2, Sec. 18; T. 21
, H 2t L, caatata-niNWMSEM. Sac V): T. 31 NM, Sec 19; All of Sec 20; T. S N., R. years reparded es fiet.&afert.
Sent
of New Mexico and tb mile and consist of fencing, value (591.501
Sal N. 7
ftellabln,
39675 acre. -- Inipsuvemeaf
will be accepted for less thaa $5.00 per
of the State Land Office, tht
eoasiat of V.. ?v fc containing 40 acrea. Improve 14 W All of Srrtion 1; 2; ; NM, SWM,
cgwlation
CsaamiHioner of Public Land will offer ai Sob No. 14
NWMNIM, Sec 33: T. acre, whicb n the atmraised value there fencing, valor ESU.su.
ments consist of fencing, value $20.00.
NMSEM. SWMSEM, Sec 4; lots I, 2, SEM SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
aaUie 8kl
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JLi EVERYWHERE
EMWM.
for
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no
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Sole No. M
NMSEM,
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pay
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thnt point they were cut Into by the
ramp pf a bridge, and by a lane left
to connect the bridge with the arena.
The bridge end formed a nearly square
platform, about fourteen feet ubove the
floor, and tbe broad track thence to
the arena, as well as all the arena's
boundary, had been marked off by
great eurthenwnre lamps, whose greasy
smoke streaked up and was lost by the
wind among the stalactites,
"Greek lamps, every ope of 'em I"
King whispered to himself, but he
wasted no time just then on trying to
explain how Greek lamps hud ever got
there. There wns too much else to
watch nnd wonder at.
No steps led down from the bridge
end to the floor; toward the arena It
was blind. But from the bridge's farther end across the hurrying water
stairs had been hewn out of the rock
wall nnd led up to a hole of twice a
man's height, more than fifty feet
ubove water level.
On either side of the bridge end a
passage hud been left clear to the
river edge, und nobody seemed to enre
to Invade It, although It was not
marked off In any way. Each passage
was about fifty feet wide und quite
straight. But the spnee between the
bridge end und the arena, and the
nrenu Itself, had to be kept free from
trespassers by fifty swuggerlng ruffians, armed to the teeth.
Every mnn of the thousands there
hnd a knife In evidence, but the arena
guards had magazine rifles as well as
Nobody else wore
Khyber tulwars.

King of the Khyber Rifles
By TALBOT MUNDY

The Most Picturesque Romance of the Decade
Copyright

by The Bobbt - Merrill Compaay

"I'm not to doctor bis men. There
fore It's a fair guess thnt he and I are
to be kept apart Therefore he'll be as
far away from nie now ta possible.
supposing he's here."
Reasoning along that line, he tried
to see the faces on the fur side, but the
problem was to see over the dancers'
heads. He succeeded presently, for
the Orukzul Pathan saw what he want
ed, and In his anxiety to be agreeable,
reached forward to pull back a box
from between the ranks in front. Its
owners offered lnstnnt fight, but made
no further objection when they saw
who wanted it nnd why. King won
dered at their sudden change of mind.
He found a man soon who was not
Interested in the dancing, but who hnd
eyes nnd ears apparently for everything nnd everybody else. He watched
hlin for ten minutes, until nt last their
eyes met. Then he sut down and
kicked the box back to Its owners. He
touched the I'uthnn's broud shoulder.
The man smiled and bent his turbuned
hend lo listen.
"Opposite," suld King, "nearly exactly opposite three rows from the
front, counting the front row ns one
there sits u man with n black beurd,
whose shoulders are like a bull's. As
he sits he hangs bis hend between
them. Look! See! Tell me truly
what his name Is !"
The Putlinn got up nnd strode
to stand on the box, kicking nslde
the elbows thut lenned on it nnd laughing when the owners cursed him. He
stood on It nnd stored for five minutes,
counting deliberately three times over,
striking n finger on the palm of his
hand to check himself.
!" he nnnouneed
nt last, dropping buck Into place beside
King, "Muhammad Anim. The mulluh
Muhammad Anim."
"An Afghan?" King nsked.
"He says he is un Afghan. But unless he lies he Is from Ishtnmhoul
(Constantinople)."
Itching to nsk more questions. King
the hakim Kurram Khan blinked
mildly behind his spectacles nnd looked
like one to whom u suvuge might safely ease his mind.
'He bade me go to Siknrnm where
my villuge Is and bring him a hundred
men for his Inshkur. He snys he hns
her special favor. Walt and wutcb, I
say !"
"Hns he money?" nsked King, uppnr- ently drawing n bow ut a venture for
conversation's sake. Hut there is an
art in asking artless questions.

JNTQMnOiNAL

suimsoiooL
Lesson
(By E. O. SELLERS, Acting- - Director ot
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1917, Western Newspaper Union.)

LESSON FOR DECEMBER 30

REVIEW GOD'S REDEEMING
those lying about in confusion when be hakim !" Then he turned on his heel
LOVE.
woke.
nt once, us If afraid of being twitted
KING IS LED TO VISIT A VAST CAVE THROUGH WHICH AN
"Ismull!" he shouted at the top of with desertion. He seemed to want to
LESSON TEXT Read Psalms 1:23; 1:24.
his lungs, thinking they might ull be get outside, where he could keep out of
GOLDEN TEXT With Jehovah there Is
UNDERGROUND
RIVER FLOWS, AND IN A GREAT
lovingkindness, and with him Is plenteous
outside.
range of words, yet not to wish to
redemption. Fs. 130:7.
CAVERN MEETS THOUSANDS OF FANATICS
He heard a mnn hnwk and spit, close seem unfriendly.
to the entrance, and went out to see,
Hut King made no effort to speak to
The lessons of the past year are the
A limn whom he had never seen before
him, following In silence out on to the
ones in the six years course which
only
lenned on n magazine rifle and eyed dark ledge nbove the wnterfnll nnd no
are divided between the Old and the
Synopsis. At the beinnim; of the world war dipt, Atlii'lstan
hi ui us a tiger eyes his prey.
Kinjj of the British Indian iirtny and cpf its secret service, is ordered
New Testament; therefore,
at the
tidng thnt the guard with the bolls
"No further!" he growled, bringing wus buck ognln on duty. He grinned
to I 'clhl to meet
ii dancer, mill K" Willi her to Kinjiin
to
close of this year we will review only
his rifle to the port.
meet the outlaws there who arc said by spies to In? prcpiirini; for a
evilly out of a shadow as King passed,
the Inst two quarters, emphasizing the
".Make un end !" he udvlsed. "Jump,
"Why not?" King asked him.
fourth which has just been completed.
jihad or holy war. On Ills way to lii'llii King quietly foils a plan to
"Allah! When a camel dies in the hakim, before a worse thing happens!"
assassinate him anil gets evidence that Vasinhii is niter hlin.
meets
Like Moses on Mount Nebo, let us
To Illustrate
Hewn Ciimkii, Yasiiiinl's mail, who says she has ulrenily coin- ninth,
Khyber do the kites ask why? On In !"
the suggestion he
glance over the whole period of the
He thought then of Yasmlnl's brace- kicked a loose stone over the cliff, nnd
nnil at her town house witnesses queer ilani'i'S, Ismail, an Al'iidi, bemonarchy and note the progress and
let, that hud always gained him nt the movement caused him to bend his
comes his liody si'rvmit anil protector.
rescues soiiii of Vasiiiliil's
development of the Jewish people. The
.
saw-Itman
who
lenst
from
tinso
neck
.with
north
thrin
und
takes
hillmcn ami
every
him, tricking
civility
ICiingur Into going
Inadvertently to hurt his
Jewish race is the marvel of all times,
He held up his left wrist and knew boils. He cursed, and there was pity
his
ahead. 'I'lii' Hangar deserts him at a
time. Ho inct-ta nation, without a country, scattered
Tin1
that
Instant
uncoinfortuble.
It
felt
AH
in
voice
foil.
assumes there fools even
why
when he spoke next.
hrolhiT at
disguise
Masjid
Kings
and peeled, chastised and driven from
!
The
hud
bracelet
"Do
ts
his
disappeared
the sharp eyed eutlhi
composing
guard, lie enters Kliinjan
they hurt thee?"
sea to sen, even slain In large numHe
buck
to
cave
turned
hunt
into
the
liis
"Aye, like the devil! Kliinjan Is a
lying guides.
caves, thanks to
bers ; yet possessed of a vitality which
for it, und the strange scent greeted place of plagues I"
has caused them to endure through
him again. In spite of the surround
"I could heal them," King snid, pnss-Inthe centuries. Their contribution to
stench
of
and
filthy wounds,
on, nnd the mnn stared hard.
"And who Is
ing
drugs
CHAPTER XI. Continued.
the civilization of the world has been
no
wns
It
It.
there
had
If
"Come!" boomed Ismnil through the
mistaking
King wondered; but he did not ask
Immeasurable. There Is no walk or
"Are there devils in Tophet? Tire nun question necuuse his wits were been her speclul scent In Delhi, 83 darkness, slinking the torch to make
rank in life, in politics, literature, art
It
swore
Saunders
wns, and her special It burn better nnd beckoning Impatientnwuke again. It pays not to he in too
nnil my veins are one !"
science, business, religion, or any othon
carscent
note
the
Khun
hod
ly, and King hurried after him, leaving
Duryu
The mini (liil not notice the eugcr much of u hurry to know things in the
er realm where they have not made
ried down the Khyber, then It was hers behind a snvnge at the cave mouth who
ness beaming out of King's horn- "Hills."
their Impress and rendered their conas it Happened, he asked no more now, and she hud been In the cave.
fingered his sores nnd wondered, mutrimiiieil speetaeles, lint Isniail did; It
tribution. Any movement which seeks
He
hunted high and low und found tering, leaning on a rifle, muttering
seemed to him time to prove his vir questions, for there came a shout nt
to promote their welfare
and to
no
bracelet. Ills pistol was gone, too, und muttering ugaln as if he hud seen
the cave entrance whose purport he
tues us assistant.
the bonds of sympathy
strengthen
7
"This Is Hie famous hakim Kurrain did not catch, and within five minutes und his cartridges, but not the dagger, a new light.
which preserve race feelings,' deserves
Instend of wnltlng for King to cntch
the aid of all patriotic, liberty loving,
Khan," he lioasteil. "lie can cure any- after that, without a word of explnnn wrapped In a handkerchief, under his
l'"r V,'r-- lll,u' f,'''!"
God fearing people, for the Jews are
lion, the cave was left empty of all ex shirt. The money, thnt his patients up, Ismail begun to lend the wuy nt
thing.
The man looked Incredulous, li lit copt his own live men. They carried hud brought him, lay on the floor un- great speed along a path Hint descendstill God's chosen heritage.
touched. It was un unusual robber who ed gradually until it curved round the
King drew the covering from his row away the men too sick to walk und hud
The united kingdom with Its three
him.
robbed
end
of
the
hottles.
and
chasm
and
Instruments
the
lust
a
Into
limn away
of
vanished, sniitehlug
plunged
kings, Saul, David and Solomon, lastwon"Who's
"None
he
tunnel
he
advised.
a
where
chance!"
the
fin
almost
before
darkness
had
"Take
King's lingers
grew
ed from about 1100 B. C. to 083
ished tying the blindage on his wound dered. "Nobody Interfered with me un- opaque. For thirty minutes he led
hut the hrave wins anything !"
a period of 120 years. Then beI
til
In
to
doctored
his
men.
new
were
He's
down
u
oppoKhan
and
Ismail
swiftly
Darya
crazy devil's stairway
"Why Is that?" he uaked Ismail,
gins the divided kingdom Judah and
That's
sition.
a
who
uneven
of
fair
enthiisliistie.
Now,
mid
guess.
the husiuess
bowlders, stopping to lend
They "Why did they go? Who shouted?"
Israel side by side, a double experin bund nt the worst plnces, but everhail the man down, held light on the
"It Is night," Ismull answered, "It In thunder by the fat lord Hurry
ment In the progress of the kingdom of
enn
And
be?
amusement
him
of
the
to
to hurry.
the huge
floor
why lastingly urging
was time."
God. This period extended from about
in
so
us
the
ull
could
even
and
Then the
rest. Iiefore he
Khyber
early
protest;
gloom began to
082 B. C. to approximately 723, or 721
King stared iij.out him. He had not fighting
his howls of rage did him no good, for realized until then that without aid of this? And why does
grow faintly luminous, und the wuter-full'- s
B. C. Judah had a territory of about
behe
whoever
a
hilt
buck?"
of
knife
Is, hung
Ismail drove the
thunder burst on their ears from
the lumps he could not see his own
3,400 square miles; Israel 9,400.
tween his open Jaws to keep Ihcm open. bund held out In front of him ; bis eyes
close at hand. They emerged Into
wild doings In
witnesses
capital was Jerusalem ; In which
King
In
of
CHAPTER XII.
A very
rue proportion
fresh wet nlr und a sen of sound, on a
King's hud grown used to the gloom, like
was the temple; Israel's capital was
cavern
sees
the
and
harrowing
costores consisted of morphlr, and
rock ledge like the one above. Ismnil
s
those of the surgeons ill the
Samaria, while It hnd two centers of
sights. Yasmini appears, a lovecaine. He injected enougj; cocaine to below the watetiine In Nelson's fleet
They enme nnd changed the guard rniscd the torch nnd waved it. The
3VMT0N
false worship. Judah was more sheland
the
of
ly
vision,
fightarmy
VAlJVT'ot
two hours after dnwn, to the
deaden the man's nerves, and allowed
fire and smoke wundered up, until they
"Hut vho shouted?"
tered than Israel from close contact
ers go wild with enthusiasm.
of orders growled through flattened on a moving opal dome, that
It time to work. Then he drew out
itnows.' 'mere is only one
with heathenism, especially politically
"wno
s
three hack teeth In iUiek succession, here who gives orders. We be many the mist, and the crush of
prisoned ull the noises in the world.
and religiously, Judah had one dynto make sure he hud the right one.
UU Uti (JON'ilNUJiLI.)
grounding on the rock puth. King went
"Eurth's Drink !" he announced, wav
who obey," said Ismail.
asty of rulers; eleven kings and one
Ismail let the victim up, and Iaryn
"Whose men were the lust ones?' to the cave entrance, to look the new ing the torch und then shutting his "Cornel" He
all of them from the house of
Khan gave him water in a brass cup. King asked hlin,
Urged Fiercely. "This WHY FEAR
mini over; he was u Mnhsudi no mouth tight, as if afraid to voice sacriDEATH'S
CALL? queen,
David. Israel had nineteen kings, betrying a new line.
Leads to the 'Heart of the Hills!'"
sweeter to look at and no less treacher lege.
Utterly without pain for the first time
"Hull-wi- t
longing to nine different families or
for days, the nian was as grateful us
It wns the river,
"And whose man art thou, Ismull?" ous ror the fact. Also, that he bud
In firearms openly. Some of the arena Philosopher Regards Passing Away as dynasties.
Judah hud several very
a wolf freed from a trap.
over
all
the
back
bolls
of
He
his
neck.
Natu.al
Good
bore
and
Fears
round
shields
of
the
preOnly
The Afiidi hesitutcd, and when he
huge
torchlight, pouring from n hulf- guards
good kings, and there were marked re
to
"Are there any others in pa!n In
not
was
he
better
likely
a
of
the
tempered
size
Unnatural.
historic
sort
and
he
slush in the cliff above them
pattern
vivals of religion of prosperity and of
spoke nt last there was not quite the
of thnt fact, either. But It
Kliinjan?" KIiik asked him.
und plunging past them through the had never seen before, even in musame assurance In Ills voice as once because
of varying
deterioration
degrees,
"Listen lo him! What Is Kliinjan? there hud been.
an 111 wind that blows no good to tli gloom toward the very middle
were
a
was
But
seums.
there
little
They
very little that
discussing death,
of the
though resisted from time to time and
Is there one man without n wound or
secret
service.
of
of
In
a
was
all
men,
of them
the best helped along moral and religious lines
kind that group
world. Somewhere it met rock bottom he
'I am hers! lie thou hers, too ! But
seeing thnt night
a sore or n senr or a sickness?"
'There is an end to everything," he und boiled there, for a rour like the he had seen before anywhere!
of health nnd tbe glory of living. Men through the work of Elijah and Elisha
it is night. Sleep against the toil to"Then, tell them," said Kim;.
remarked
of
In
the
conthe
a sense, und enjoying the prophets. The final period of
The guards lolled insolently,
world,
sen's cuuie up from deeps unimaginpresently, addressing
morrow. There be many sick in KliinThe man lunched.
world at large, or ns much us he could able.
scious of brute strength and speclnl life to Its utmost, the subject of denth events of this past quarter have refer"When I show my Jaw, there will he jan."
wns
see
It
enve
the
"A
of
mouth.
introduced by the announcement ence to Judah alone from the days of
through
He watched the overturning dome favor. When any man trespassed with
King made a little effort to clean the
n Unlit to he lirst Make ready, hakim!
man with whom Hezeklah, B. C. 722, to the time of the
cave, but the tusk wus hopeless. Tor hill Is so high, n pool so deep, a river until his senses reeled. Then he so much as a toe beyond the ring of thnt a
I bo !"
so
an
all
There
is
to
of them bad been acquainted hud destruction of the city and the temple
wide.
end
pain !" he crawled on bands and knees to the lumps, a guard would slap his
one thing he wus so weury that his
King sat down to eat, hut he had not very bones were water. He appointed went on, ndjusting his
ledge's brink and tried to peer over. until the swivel rattled, and the of- passed away.
being destroyed 586 B. C, and lastly
finished his meal he hud made the
"I lanced n mun's boll Hut Ismull dragged him back.
One of the party, according to the we have the period of the exile from
fender would scurry Into bounds amid
to relieve one an- spectacles.
last little heap of rice into u hull with other untilwatches,
Uolumbus (O.) Dispatch, said he hnted the first captivity In 605 B. C. to the
"Come!" he howled; but in nil thut the Jeers of any who had seen.
dawn, and Hung himself lust night, nnd It hurt him, but he must
his fingers, native style, and was mop on u clean bed.
din Ids shout was like a whisper.
He was asleep before be well todny."
Shoving, kicking nnd elbowing with to think of denth, thut he wns actually restoration and the new temple being
the
curried
last
of
the
Go in !" growled the guard. "She
ping up
gravy his head had met the pillow; and for
"How deep Is it?" King bellowed set purpose, Ismail forced a way afraid to think of It He so loved life erected 516 B. C. This was a period
with it when the advance guard of ull he knew to the
through the already seated crowd and thut denth seemed a terrible enemy, of great discipline nnd sifting as like
contrary he dreamed says It Is sorcery! She says none ure back.
the lame and the halt and the sick of Yiismlnl all
to let thee touch them !"
drew King down Into the cramped and he would like to escape It But unto wheat or of a purifying fire.
"Allah! Ask him who made It!"
night long.
eninnde Its appearance.
The cave's
'I can heul bolls! suld King, retir
The fear of the falls .was on the spnee beside him, close enough to the the philosopher of the purty only he
It seemed to him that she came Into
The return from exile and the new
trance liecnme jammed with them, and
the cave she, the woman of the faded ing Into the cuve. Then, from a snfe Afrldi, and he tugged at King's arm In arena to be able to catch the guards' wns not known as a philosopher until spiritual nation, dates from about 636
no riot ever made more noise.
to the close of Bible history, say 400
the general had given him distance down the passage, he added a a frenzy of impntience. Suddenly he low laughter. But he was restless. He he delivered his little preuchnient
"Hakim! Ho, liakim! Where Is the photograph
In I'eshuwur und that the cave be- word or two to sink In as the hours let go and broke into a run. King wished to get nearer yet, only there said he could not understand such an years before the coming of Christ A
hakim who drawn teeth? Where Is the came filled
attitude towurd death.
with the strange Intoxicat- went by. At Intervals throughout the trotted after him. After ten minutes' seemed no room anywhere In front.
map should be used, and the scholars
mini who knows yuniini?"
"I am not afraid of anything that Is ought to be familiar with the contemThen a guard threw his shield down
scent that had first wooed his day Ynsminl sent him food by silent hurrying uphill he guessed they must
ing
Ten men hurst down the passnge nil senses In her
reception room In Delhi. messengers. It Is not easy to worry be level with the river, in a tunnel run- with a clang and deliberately fired his natural," he said. "It Is the unnatural poraneous secular history. There are
together, ull clamoring, und one man
dreamed
that she called htm by nnd eut heartily nt one nnd the same ning nearly parallel. Ismail kept look- rifle at the roof. The rlcochettlng bul thnt ulorms me. It would be unnatural several particular lessons we ought to
He
wasted no time nt ull hut begun to teur
name. First, "King sahib!" Then time. Having enten, he rolled up his ing buck to bid King hurry and never let brought down a shower of splint to live forever, and I would hate to be learn from this history.
Hway bloody blindages to show his
sleeves und nntive-madcotton trou paused once to rest
ered stone and stalactite, and be sentenced to such a punishment. But
First: Every failure, every moral
wound. King rolled up his sleeves and
sers und proceeded to cleun the cave.
"Come!" he urged fiercely. "This grinned as he watched the crowd dodge death ts natural ; I am not afraid of It. wrong, every fall into Idolatry, every
began, so that eagerness gave place to
Billions of people have died ; they are diminution of power for good Is tht
After that he overhauled his stock of lends to the 'Heart of the Hills' !" And to avoid It
wonder. The desperate need of winning
drugs und instruments, repncklng'thetn after that King had to do his best to
Instantly a hundred men rose from dying every day. Little children have result of a separation from God, a
bis lirst trick, inade him horror-proof- ;
and making reudy against opportunity. keep the Afridi's beck In sight.
different directions and raced for the died and old men and women, and the departure from the ways of God and
and nohody waiting for tin? next turn
"As I told thnt heathen with a gun
It also shows as that
They began after a time to hear arena, each with a curved sword In birds and beasts all pass away, and the righteousness.
wns troubled because the inun under
out there, there's an end to every- voices and to see the smoky glare made either hand. The yelling changed back fishes in the streams, and every living God's constant solicitude that tbe Jews .
the knife screamed a little or bled
thing!" he reflected. "Mny this come by other torches. Then Ismail set the into the chant, only louder than before. thing upon the earth is to die. Why. should be kept separate from heathen-Ismore than usual.
soon !"
and Idolatry, had in It the best
pace yet faster, und they became the and by that much more terrible. Cym- then, should a great hulk of a chap
When they died and more than one
The second guard that afternoon last two of a procession of turbnned bals crashed. The music box resumed like myself, one who has had and Is Interests of his own people nnd could
did die men carried them out und
having his time, why should I fear only lead to those blessings which he
proved even less communicative than men, who tramped along a winding its measured grinding of the "MarseilHung them over the precipice Into the
the first, up to the point when, to les tunnel into a great mountain's womb. laise." And the hundred began an death?"
had prepared for his particular people.
waterfall below.
Not afraid of thnt which Is natural T
sen his ennui, King begun to whistle, The sound of slippers clicking and Afrldi sword dance, than which there
Secondly: The overthrow of Israel
Ismail und Karya Khan became
Kach time he enme near the entrance rutchlng on the rock floor swelled and Is nothing wilder In nil the world. Its If only all of us could understand that Is
directly attributed to its complete
choosers of the victims. They seized a
the new guard could cuteh a few bars died nnd swelled ngnin as the tunnel like can only be seen under the shadow the natural Is good and the unnatural abandonment to Idolatry. Beginning
laid
him
on
the bed. tore off his
mini,
of the tune. After a little while the led from cavern Into cavern,
bad, what a splendid world It would with false worship and a dependence
of the "Hills."
disgusting bandages and held their
ruffian begun to sing the
Ismail seemed obsessed by the spirit be for everything and everybody.
In one great enve they came to
upon men, there was tne introduction
breath until the awful resulting stench
words to it, In a voice like a forgotten every mnn beat out his torch and of hades let loose drawn by It, as by a
of Idolatry and a development of evil
had more or less dispersed.
Then
dog's. So King stopped at the entrance tossed It on a heap. After that there magnet, although subsequent events
Splinterless Goggles.
which led to a rapid decline, the In
nnd saw then a
King would probe or lance or bandage
bandage was a ledge above the height of a proved him not to have been altogether
Splinterless goggles are a new de- troduction of revolutions and the final
as he saw lit, using anesthetics when
on the right of his neck, not very far man's head on either side of the tun without a plan. He got up, with his velopment thnt Is
expected to be of extinguishment of the kingdom.
he must, but inaiiaging mostly without
from the jugular.
net, and along the ledge little
eyes fixed on the dance, and thrust grent value In military gns masks and
As to Judah, It finally was brought
tlleui.
"Hub !" said King. "Was that wound Ing lamps were spaced at measured himself and King next to some Orak-za- l for aviators, as well as for machinists, Into captivity because that was the
They almost flung money at him. He
got in the Khyber the other day?"
Intervals. A quarter of a mile farther
Pathans, elbowing savagely to right welders nnd other workers requiring only way that God could purge the nalossed money und clothes and every
"Nay. Here in Kliinjan."
along there were two sharp turns In and left to make room. And patience protection for the eyes. The lenses con- tion from the sin of Idolatry. They
other thing they gave him into a corner
"A mnn told me last night," said the tunnel, and then at last a sea of proved scarce.
The nearest man sist of two layers of optical glass sep- must be taught that there Is but one
at the back of the cave, anil nobody
reached for the
Pathan arated by a layer of celluloid, the God, that the word of God must be
King, drawing on imagination without noise and a veritable blaze of light
tried to steal them buck, although a
any compunction nt all, "that the fight
Part of the noise made King feel knife, but paused In the Instant that whole being perfectly welded together. obeyed, and that their safety lay In
man suspected of honesty in that
in the Khyber was because a Jihad is homesick, for out of the mountain's his knife licked clear. From a swift The product is claimed to have the ad- the faith which they placed In his '
-launched already."
oinpuny would have bis-- tortured to
such side glance at King's face he changed vantages of ordinary glass without Its promises. The leaders of this period
very womb brayed a music-bodeath as an heretic and would lone
"That man lied!" snld the guard ns the
carousals made use of to a full stare, his scowl slowly giv dangerous splintering on being broken, were Zerubbabel, Ezra and Nehemlah,
laid no sympathy.
shifting position unensily, as If afraid before the days of electricity and ing place to a grin as he recognized and the strength of celluloid without heroic men, men of great consecration
For hour after gruesome hour he
to talk too much.
Its Inflammability and lack of rigidity. and power; also, Esther, the heroine.
Vlfc ,,"(,-steam. It was being worked by Inex him.
tolled over wounds and sores such as
"So I told him!" answered King. "I pert hands, for the time was some"Allah!" He drove the long blade The heat Insulating effect of the cellu Tbe prophets of this period are Dantold hlin there never will be another thing jerky; but It was robbed of its back again.
loid Is said also to prevent clouding by iel, Isaiah, Haggal. Zechariah, MalacbL
only buttles and evil living can pror
duce, until men began to come at lust
"Well met, bakltn! See the wound moisture.
Notice how each and every one aided
jihad."
tinny meanness and even lent majesty
with fresh wounds, all caused by bulThen thou nrt a greater liar than by the hugeness of a cavern's roof, as heals finely !"
the cause of righteousness, stood for
In
on
A
!"
which
BeMan Whom He Had Never Seen
he the guard answered hotly. "There well as by the crashing, swinging music
lets, wrapiM-And the Jokesmith Dodged.
bandages
Baring his shoulder under the smelly
purity of thought and action. During
the blood had enked but had not grown
fore Leaned on a Magazine Rifle will be a jihad when she Is ready, such It played wild wonderful Invented sheepskin coat he lifted a bandage
They were discussing thnt Joke the time of the restoration the temple
foul.
was completed, worship was restored,
and Eyed Him at a Tiger Eyes It an one as never yet was! India shall for lawless hours and a kingless peo gingerly to show the clean opening out about getting down off an elephant
"There has been righting In the Khybleed for all the fat years she has Iain ple.
"How do you get down?" asked the separation from heathenism became
of which King had coaxed a bullet the
Prey.
!
Not a throat of an un
ber," somebody informed him, and he
"Marchons ! Cltoyens ! "
unplundered
permanent the Sabbath was kept ; the
day before. It looked wholesome and jokesmith for the fourth time.
"You climb down."
Bible was studied and Impressed upon
stopped with lancet in midair to listen, "Kurram Khan!" And her voice was believer in the world shall be left un- The procession began to tramp la ready to heal.
But
familiar.
dreams
are
slit! No jihad? Thou liar! Get in time to it, and the rock shook. They
scanning a hundred faces swiftly in surprisingly
"Name thy reward, bakim! We
the people; there was a clearer vision
"Wrong!"
the smoky lamplight. There were ten strange things."
out of my sight!"
"You grease bis sides and slide of their mission In the world, the
deployed to left and right Into a space Orakzal Pathans ft. .get no favors!"
men who held lamps for him, one of
"He sleeps!" said the same voice
So King retired Into the cave, with so vast that the eye at first refused to (Now that boast was a true one.)
Ideals and hopes toward which they
down."
them a newcomer, and it was he who presently. "It Is good that he sleeps !" something new to think about Was try to measure it It was the hollow
should strive clearly stated (see the
I"
King nodded more to himself than to
"Wrong
And in his sleep he thought that a she planning the jihad ! Or pretending core of a mountain, filled by tbe
d
spoke.
the other man. He needed, for In"You take a ladder and get down." prophetical writings) ; and a purer
to plan one? Every once in a while
"Fighting In the Khyber! Aye! We shadowy Ismail grunted an answer.
of a human crowd and hung with stance, very much to know who was
righteousness established.
"Wrong!"
When he awoke at last It was after the guard leaned far Into the cave huge stalactites that danced and shift planning a jihad, and who
were a little Ioshkar, but we drove
There are two great heroes of the
"Well, you take the trunk line
them back into their fortt Aye! we dawn, and Mght shone down the pas mouth and hurled adjectives at him. ed and flung back a thousand colors at
return, Ezra and Nehemlah. Take up
might be ; but It was not safe down."
slew many!
sage Into the cave.
ac- the mildest of which was a well of in- the flickering light below. Across tbe to confida Just yet In a chanre-ro-.d- e
Yon dea l asi down the actions of each and show bow be
"No,
"Ismail !" he shouted, for he was formation. If his temper was the tem- cavern's farther end for a space of two quaintacv, A very fair acquaintance off an if quite.
A good method
"Not a jihad yetr King asked, as If
; you get It off a goose." proved his heroism.
eleptont
the world might be coming to an end. thirsty. But there was no answer,
of receiving tbe past quarter will be
per of the "Hills," It was easy to read hundred yards tbe great river rushed, with some phases of the East bad
News.
Indinnnpolis
The words were startled out of Mm.
to summarize the teachings which cen"Darya Khan !"
disappointment for a Jihad that shocld plunging out of treat fanged gap sad taught him that names such as Bull- Cnder other circumstances tie wonld
Again there was 'no answer. He have been already but bad been post- hurrying out of view down another one,
ter about these two great men. The
are often almost photoWon His Lost Watch.
never have asked that question so di- called each of the other men by name poned. King let him alone and paced licking smooth banks on its way with graphically descriptive. He rose to his
An extraordinary watch story Is told period of the return Is tbe one that .
a hungry sucking sound.
feet to look. A blind man can talk, bat by a Welsh campaigner home on leave we should emphasize, showing how a
rectly; but he had lost reckoning of with the same, result He decided to the cave for hours.
He was sqnnttlng on his
everything but these poor devils' dread- go to the cave mouth, summon his men,
There were little lamps everywhere. it takes trained eyes to gather Informa- from African battlefields. When he return to God and an obedience of his
ful need of doctoring, and be was like who were no doubt sleeping. But there In the dark, like a spectacled Image of perched on ledges amid the stalactites, tion.
was In German West Africa he lost a law Is the paramount need of the presa man roused out of a dream. If a was no Ismail near tbe entrance no Buddha, when tbe first of the three and they suffused tbe whole cavern In
The din had Increased, and it was wristlet watch. It was not very valu- ent day In which we live, these days
.any of the other men came on guard again and at last golden glow. In the midst' of the cav- safe to stand up and stare, because all able, so he did not worry a lot about It of darkness and evil, upon which the
holy war had been proclaimed already, Darya Khan--oo- r
then he was engaged on a forlorn hope. men.. The. horse was gone.- So was the Ismnil came for him holding a pitchy ern a great arena had been left- bare, eyea were on tbe madness In tbe mid But many months later, when oa ac world has fallen.
mule. 'So'waa the harness, and every- torch that Tilled the dim passage full and thousands of turbaned men squat- dle. There were plenty besides him tive service in German East Africa, be
But the man laughed at him.
"God ta th giver, life a partnership
"Kay, not yet.
thing be bad, except tbe drugs and In- of acrid smoke and made both of them ted round it In rings. At the end self who stood to get a better view. tjok a share In a raffle for a watch. He
bold back yet This wai a little fight struments and the presents the sick cough. Ismail was
with It
where the river formed a tangent to and be bad to dodge from side to aid won, and to bis amasement found that humanity a brotherhood." Selected.
had given him; he bad noticed all
The jihad shall come later P
"Comer be growled. "Come, little them the rings were flattened, and at to see between then.
the prise was his ewa watch.
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What kinder spot on earth?
A Are on the hearth,
A furry rug and amall
A picture on the wall,
A table and a light

corn meal try to present It In such a
manner that they will like It. "Conversion is patriotism In this case."
We do not like war, but we will have
to bear It, we may not like many
kinds of foods, but we must cut them
to suve, that there may be no more
war.

Well shaded and bright,
A hollow lazy chair.
With cushions plump to spare,
A Jewel of a book:
My cozy reading nook.
ECONOMICAL

DISHES.

To make a small amount of meat
go a good ways, try
English Has h. Put
three tablespoonfuls of
olive oil in a frying pan,
when very hot add a
half pound of chopped
...t- - I, ...11. n
....I mil
n nim u
saaaaannk I uet'l aim
II fork until It Is well
I"
M scored, then add three
rupfuls of boiled rice,
one small onion chopped, a teaspoon-fu- l
of salt and a fourth of a teaspoon-fu- l
of paprika, with a few dashes of
cayenne. Cook until the meat Is well
done, stirring all the time. Serve at
once.
Buckwheat Gems. Heat one egg,
add a half cupful of sugar and three
tablespoonfuls of melted shortening.
Add a cupful of milk and a cupful of
buckwheat, a little at a time, until well
mixed, then add a half cupful of wheat
flour, int,o which has been sifted one
and a half teasponnfuls of baking
powder and a half teaspoonful of salt.
Bake In gem pans. These may be split
and served with honey or maple sirup.
Apples Stuffed With Rice. Core six
red apples and fill the centers with
boiled rice mixed with cinnamon nml
sugar. Put In a pun and add a little
water and bake as usual. Serve hot
With cream.
Washington Salmon Salad. Mix together one and a half cupfuls of
flaked mlmon, half a cupful of celery cut flue, two tablespoonfuls of
chopped green peppers, one small
onion, minced, and mayonnaise to
moisten, with salt and pepper to season.
Garnish with slices of tomatoes. Arrange on a bed of lettuce and
garnish with mayonnaise.
Peanut Rice Salad. Wash three tablespoonfuls of rice and cook ten minutes In boiling salted water. Drain
and cover with a cupful of orange
juice and cook in a double boiler until tender. Cool, mix with a half cupful of finely chopped peanuts, make
Into balls as Utile cream cheese, serve
as a garnish on lettuce.
Three Ice Cream. Take three oranges, three lemons and three bananas, mash the banana and use the
Juice of the other fruit, put all together, add three cupfuls of sugar and
three of water, cooked together for
ten minutes, and cooled and let stand
an hour. Add a half pint of cream
and freeze as usual.
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be so happy. They will not quite know
why but we will know thut it is

The Fairies'
Messages
Mary Graham Bonner

j

'

(Copyright.)
HK Fnliies,"

8

Daddy,

said

"all
they
to

thought
were going
have a wonderful
pnrty until the
Fairy Queen suld,

"'There

1

work for us to
do.'

"Of course the
Fairies love their
work as they do
their play so they
smiled when the
Fairy Queen told
them there was

Ybab's wondrous fairy music'
" 'Ah,' smiled Ybab, 'how happy that
makes met I always love to sing and
ploy. I think I shall sing thcin a song
like this, and Fairy Ybab waved ber
wand and sang:
"'Music, music makes us glad.
"'Crossness only makes us sad.
" 'So let's be
happy, bright and gay,
" 'And then we'll love both work and
play.'
" 'That will be a fine song,' sold the
Fairy Queen. 'I am sure the Children
will love it. Of course they will hear
It while they sleep and when they
awake they will have forgotten the
words but they will remember the
meaning of the song.'
"'And when shall we start?' asked
the Princess Twlllght-Bell- .
" 'Let's get started very soon, snid
the Fairy Princess Joy.
" 'Oh yes,' said Ybab In her silvery
voice. 'I want to be singing all the
time.'
" 'That is the way you must make
the children feel, Ybab,' said the Fairy
Queen.
'They must feel so happy every minute. They must be Joyous and
have such good times and make every- -

work for them to do.
"'And what is It?' asked Princess

Twilight-Bell- .

"'Yes, tell us what the work Is to
be,' said the Fairy Princess Joy.
"'Shall we play and make music?'
asked Fairy Ybab.
"'Dear me,' said the Fairy Queen.
How can I ever answer so ninny
questions at once?'
"The Fairies laughed and then waited for the Fairy Queen to tell them
what she wanted them to do.
"'When the New Year comes,' suld
the Fairy Queen, 'We must plou new
work.'
'"Oh yes,' agreed all the Fairies.
"?X needn't exactly be neV,' mid
the Fairy Queen, 'but we must start
off afresh In our work and get tthem
to Btart off afresh too.'
" 'We shall do that.' said the Fairies.
"'And,' continued the Fairy Queen,
'we shall all go forth today and whisper secrets to the Children.'
"'What sorts of secrets?' asked the
Fairies.
" 'We shall tell them,' said the Fairy
Queen, 'that to be happy they must be
We will tell
cheerful and pleasant.
them to see how wonderfully It works
Just to give It a fair trial. Tell them
to get up every morning with a bright
smile for everyone they meet. And
then they will see how much happier
it makes everyone.'
"That's a splendid idea,' said the

Fairies.
"'And Ybab with her Fairy orchestra will sing little songs while they

Bleep and somehow or other when
they wake up the next day they will

Another year It now ttartlng.
At midnight I heard the bell

ring

'

Their final farewell to the old
Oh, what will the new

year

bringt
Shadow

and the

town

tun-thin-

e

Keither can alwayt Xatt;
Sorrow and pain and pleaiure
Jiut a the year that" pott.
Hone can foretell the future,
IV hidden beyond our gaze;
But mott of the year that't com-

ing

Wilt be made of commonplace

day.
Morning and noon and evening
Filled up with little thing,
Day of rett and of labor
Theie are what each year

bring.
into the future,
thought f few,4
Trutttng the hand that lead ut
To guide for another year.
Oract Bulkley.
.

Go em then

With never

By Or. William DeWItt Brie.
weigh the material la the
scales of the peraoaal, aad
life by the standard
of lovej
To prlae health aa eoatagious
aa potential
happlaeaa, wealth aa
lateat la
aervlce, reputatloa
0ueace, learning for the light It
can ahed, power for the help It
caa give, atatloa for the good It
cam dot
To chooae la each caae what la
good oa the whole, aad accept
cheerfully Incidental evlla la- volverii
To pat my whole aelf Into all
that I do and Indulge no single
dealre, at the espeaae at aayaelf
aa a wholei
To crowd oat fear by devotloa
to duly, and aee preaeat aad future aa one to treat othera aaaa I
I
would be treated, and niyeelf
would my beat friend
To lend no oil to the foollah,
but to let my Unlit alilne freely
for alii
To make ao gala by auother'a
loaa, and buy ao pteaaare with
aaotaer'a palal
To harbor ao thought of another which I would be unwilling
that other ahould knowi
To any nothing unkind to
amuae myaelf, aad aothlag falae
to pleaae othera t
To take no pride la weaker
men'a falllnga, aad bear ao malice toward thoae who do wrongi
To pity the aelflah ao leaa thaa
aa
the poor, the proud an muchevea
the outcast, aad the cruel
more than the nppreaaedt
To worahlp God In all that la
and true and benutlfuli
good
To nerve ChrlHt wherever n aad
made happy or a
heart ran be
wrong will net right! and to rec-In
kingdom
ognise flod'a coming
peraon that
every Inatltutlnn and
nelpa men to love one anotner.

TO

it relaxes by a fire und is genial. It
cunnot go on traveling without defined
purpose, with no objective, with no
inns Inviting by the light through social windows. It must huve objectives
in the near prospect.
It seeks a definite iiml well laid out
plan, a scheme, and, therefore regardless of the need of dividing tune into
perlodsAvhleh can be used for the ma"Whisper Secrets to the Children.','
terial needs of people, It makes periods
forone around thorn happy. Don't
which satisfy the demand for an obget, little Fairies,' she added, 'to tell jective.
the Children to wake up every mornThe New Year's festival is an inn
ing with a smile. That will be such which folk rench nt the end of a long
a good start for the day.'
journey. They sit a while and are
" 'We won't forget,' suld the Fairies. merry. They take up their journey
"And off they went. All over the again. Clifford Raymond.
Earth they flew and they wore their
Better Than a Happy New Year.
invisible robes that no one can see but
a Fairy. To homes and homes they
There are hotter things sometimes,
went and over every child sleeping than having a happy New Year. The
that night they whispered the Fairy lesson we learn In heaviness, of henrt,
Queen's messages.
the experiences which try our patience
"Ybab sang her song, and before she and test our strength, are after ail, the
face
on
the
came
a
smile
hud finished,
things which make life worth while. If
of each child who heard her.
our friends' wishes for a happy New
to
returned
Fairy"When the Fairies
Year are not fulfilled, it Is because
waitwas
land where the Fairy Queen
God has something better for us.
off
ing for them, though 'she had been
of
their
on a trip too, they told her
..
work.
mmmmmmmmmmimmmm
"'Ah,' she said, 'they will be happy
now I feel quite sure, and though they
may not know that the Fairies have
Make-Believ- e
been to see them, they will somehow
feel better find we know that it will
be because of the Fairies!' "
'

,

Just

Another Year

fear;

IDEALS FOR THE
NEW YEAR

SIGNIFIES

WHAT NEW YEAR'S

Time to Resume Another Journey of
Life, Starting Out With a
Clean Slate.

rA New Year's

Psalm f" Life
BWIIIMIlWmilllMIMWIM

If there Isn't any pleasure
Walta for you beside the way.
The need of getting a convenient
there's not a thing to grin at
If
division of time Into days and years
In your Journey day by day.
which correspond with the movements
If you've got excuse for kicking
And for stirring up a row.
of the earth and sua is not sufficient
Don't you do it! Don't you do It!
explanation of the New Year's festival.
Just be happy anyhow.
That need Is wholly mechanical,
The
Just be happy. Just be happy;
mathematical, and serviceable.
Take the fiddle and the bow.
mood of New Year's is not mechanical,
It up against your shoulder.
It is Snuggle
mathematical, or serviceable.
Limber up, and let 'er go.
heedlessand
abandon
of
one
world
Till
is full of music.
the
wholly
And there's Joy In every string;
ness.
Till you get all outdoors laughing.
It is such because the day represents
And you make the echoes ring.
of
the
an accounting and a sponging
a duty you are owing
It's
slate. Life needs renewed beginnings.
To the world to shake your feet. :
It cannot lead away across unbroken
And to lift your voice in singing.
and unmarked plains. It must have
Till the music nils the street:
If the r'worW l dark and gloomy.
its definite stops, its prospects in the
And jrou haven't got a friend.
intimate future. The traveler must
It's your duty to dissemble,
have in thought s he goes' along the
Ifa your .duty to pretend.
,.'
road a possibility Of ;comfortable endIf you meet the' world
ing of the; day at an inn.
Then the world will grin at you.
We seek constantly a realization of
Tou can laugh the clouds tOiftndera.'
midTill he blue ekr glimmer through; ;
a
a
of
beginning,
completeness,
Ifyou lust .pretend you're tiapty
dle, and an end. Life, which is form. . With Tour, whole Jieart In the Muff.,
. Jt 'Then, almost before you knb1L" :"
less,' must bave form given,
Tou'U be happy, sure enough I
must nave Its slopping places, where
'

it

Give every man thine ear, but few

thy voice; take each nian'a censure,
but reserve thy judgment. Shakespeare.

True hospitality consists In having
what you were going to have anyway,
and not changing the cloth unless you
were going to anyway.
CORN, THE AMERICAN

FOOD.

As we wish to save every ounce of
white flour possible In our food in
of
these
days
pressing need, It
Is well for us to
thnt
remember
our foremothers
had little else but
corn for bread in
tile early days.
In 1588 Harlot In
his account of
the Virginia colony writes of maize
as follows: "The graine is about the
bigness of our ordinary English peaze,
it yeelde white sweete Howre; being
used according to its kind, it maketh
a very goode bread."
As common! or corn flour lucks the
tenacious substance (gluten) present
In wheat it is Impossible to make a
good yeast bread from It alone ; but by
using the flour In the sponge, comment may lie used as substitute from
to a third of the flour used
in kneading, in this way saving a large
amount of flour for our country's
need. Bread which has corn flour or
cornmeul added should be longer buked
to be palatable.
Take two
Fifty-FlftBiscuits.
cupfuls of white flour, four tenspoon-ful- s
of baking powder, two teuspoon-ful- s
of salt, three tablespoonfuls of
shortening and two of sugar, liquid
to mix to the proper consistency,
about one to one and a half cupfuls.
Milk, potato water or other vegetable
water of little flavor may be used. In
this way much mineral matter Is tuk-e- n
into the body.
Cakes. Take
Griddle
s
one cupful of sour milk,
cupfuls each of flour and corn meal,
a hulf teaspoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of baking powder, a half
teaspoonful of salt, a tablespoonful
of molasses and one beaten egg. Get
a few pounds of flank fat, try It out,
saving the scraps, mix the fat while
hot with lard und It will keep it soft
as butter. Use the scraps finely chopped to stir Into a cornmeul mush,
well seasoned with salt, and a few
dashes of cayenne. Pour into a bread
pan to mold. Unmold and slice, fry In
the hot flank fat, for a most fitting
breakfast dish

PROMINENT

IN

THE WINTER STYLES' PARADE.

y

People are flocking Soulh in winter medium lenglb, are the
like the birds. Ilailroads have annihi- styles In fur
This is only
lated distance so that the Journey be- a general and rather vague description
tween lands of snow and lands of sun of tlie great variety of fashionable
Is measured by a few hours. The wonthut smart women find Inder Is that anyone who can possibly dispensable In all climates. They are
help It endures the sting of Northern us much liked to throw about the
winters for months and months, espe- shoulders ut Indoor affairs, after coats
cially as the genial South has many al- have been taken oft", as for outdoor
lurements besides its climate. Among weur.
them nro the smart clothes that the
One of the cleverest new senrfs Is
fair Southern tourist Indulges in.
made of Hudson seal, and Is about a
Tills business of furnishing apparel
and a half long and In the neighfor winter tourists' wear has become yard
borhood of fifteen inches wide. At
an Important factor In establishing each end of the scarf there is a small
fashions and all womanhood Is interdlseernable, but quite
ested In the parade of styles at Palm pocket, tohardly
keeping the hands warm.
equal
Reach, Coronnda and other centers Along the edge of the scurf, on one
where people of wealth assemble. The
side, there is a band of martin fur,
best things thnt money can buy ure four
inches wide. It Is only half as
seen In these places and they tone up
long as the scarf and therefore does
the dress of women all over the land.
not reach to the ends on either side.
For instance, the hat and bag to
It protects the back of the neck and
match shown In the picture above Is
a
to th's novone of many beautiful matched sets proves becoming addition
made In anticipation of the demand el
Another novelty In the same combifor smart and novel dress accessories
which comes Into a rush Just about nation Is a short sleeveless mantle of
Christmas time or Immediately after senlskin with a wide shawl collar of
the holidays. Of course milady of martin. The mantle Is merely a square
War calls women to national service
na well ns men. The nation needs well
fashion is accompanied everywhere by cape at the back and front, Joined at
developed men and women and diet is
her knitting bag, and she may have the shoulders.
for
proper physical
a great essential
In the group of
shown
several of these Indlspensables made
development.
to wear with several hats. This set above, it will be noticed that short
will be just as appropriate in the North talis of fur, along with legs and claws,
GOOD ECONOMICAL DISHES.
ns In the South. The small bat Is of have returned to favor as a finish;
s
are scarfs that
black taffeta and Is a simple affair, also that
In these days with a desire to have
a small portion of meat do double
duty, the following will
appeal to the thrifty
housewife.
Beef and Potato Roll.
Take a pound loaf and
put it twice through the
meat chopper, udd n teaspoonful of salt, a few
dashes of pepper, ono
and a half pint of cold
egg,
boiled potatoes finely chopped, form
Into a roll about six inches long and
bake for half an hour, busting it once
or twice during the baking. Serve
either with tomato or brown suuee.
It may be rolled In oiled paper and
basted over the paper while cooking;
Where there is a small family a
chicken will serve for several meals. Cook the wing tips and
giblets, chopping tile giblets when
cooked and adding to the broth, this
making sutlielent gravy to serve with
the fowl for two or three meals. Make
the gravy by using any sweet fat
brown with flour, then add some of
the broth with a spoonful or two of
the chopped giblets, cook until smooth,
change the flavor, using celery suit
once, onion or parsley, with a dash of
tubiisco or Worcestershire and kitchen
bouquet.
A serving of the second joints ami
drumsticks parboiled and the liquid
added to the gravy broth then brown
the pieces in a little hot fat will make
a fine menl with baked or mashed potatoes, then the rough pieces, neck and
back In a stew with dumplings and
gravy, making a little meat and much
STYLES IN FURS.
dumpling and gravy answer for the
Then there will be a little of
menl.
the rreast left which may be used In shirred over cords. It Is faced with a look like capes, or capes that look like
a few dainty sandwiches or mixed with color and bound nhout the edge with scarfs, lending themselves to a casual
apple in a salad or finely minced and gold braid. The small blossoms applied adjustment that is considered very
served In a sauce cither of the broth to It are made of ribbon and are lovely chic. The square cape of kolinsky at
or a white sauce on toast All the examples of millinery art.
the left has a narrow flat collar of the
same fur. The scarf at the center is
bones carefully saved mny be crushed
The bag, In the shape of an
and covered with rold water and will
basket, is made In the same way of Hudson seal with fox collar. At
make another cup or two of good broth and Its
lining matches that of the the right a longer flat scarf Is shown,
which may be set away and used after
are of the gold braid and this Is developed in fox fur. It Is
handles
hat.
Its
a day or two. A chicken costing 80 lined with silk nnd It Is
liked for all the rarer furs as well as
cents may thus serve a family of two like the hat with ribbon flowers. The sable, mink, martin. Ermine is at its
or three with three or even four good
best In small senrfs nnd collars or aa
shape is a happy thought of the de- a
meals, and they need not come in suctrimming on other flat furs.
a quaint flavor of old
giving
signer
cession so that one tires of the flavor. times to a most
accessory.
Next to the naturul shape of the fox
pelt, with head, tail and legs, square
capes and straight, wide scarfs of
. . i . I. I.
i. f. ii i. , i. i
Boys Drowned, Cat Escaped.
Some Pretty Trimmings.
The New Fur Scarfs.
The tables were turned in a tragic
In buying a new fur scarf it Is well
Trimmings seen on silk and satin
manner at Port Elisabeth, South Afto Inquire about those which can be blouses include narrow
tucks, colored
'
rica, recently when two young boys wound
Gold
about you, o ns to make a sort pipings, and many buttons.
who attempted to drown a cat at the
of bolero Jacket at will, or can be worn stitching and steel bend embroidery
request of the animal's owner were
New York showed up attractively on waists of
themselves drowned In a small bay ; simply as a scarf, says the
georgette, while a oeep cream'' gcor-about three miles from the city. The Herald.
had yellow thina beads sewn
The extra long scarf of fur, .very
cat straggled when the lads tried to
'"
Instead of following' a
on
bold Its head under the waves and be- wide. Is the simplest, wound 'first floral or conventional pattern.
fore the boys realized their, danger about the waist to the back, then
Navy blue Is Ie9 setd on cVat4'thts
over the shoulder
they were swept "ont to sea by the out- crossed and brought itseason than Is. usual.
- Jn,
JaUato
where,
The
tide:
rat escaped from the
going
straight ends, fastened, of course. Vtth
water and returned to Its old bone.
aa invisible souo or safety Din.
Japan's foreign trade Is increasing.
Flfty-Fift-
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three-fourth-
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WAR

FOOD.

Our soldiers need wheat, we ran use
corn, oats, barley, rye and rice. Our
soldiers need but
ter und lard, we
can use peanut
oil, peanut butter,
col ton seed
corn, cocoa-nu- t
oil and drippings. They need
sugar, we can use
molasses
honey,
and sirups. They need ham, beef, mutton, we may eat chicken, nuts, tlsh,
perishable meats that cannot be shipped like liver, kidneys and sweet
breads, eggs and cottage cheese.
Corn cannot be shipped as it does
not carry well as cornhroufl and there
ure no mills uhroud for grinding such
grains, the people do not know how to
use It and we cannot tirge u new untried food upon those nlreudy overburdened with the horrors of war. We
ure asked to do a very little In conof our fat,
serving
of our wheat,
of our
of our meat. If
sugar and
In every home of the twentyenilllion In
our country this is done we will save
enough to feed the people urross the
water. If we can by giving little
better measure, by doing a little more
than is asked of us, we will be helping
for some who will not und some who
can not.
Barley Yeast Bread. Take one cupful of milk, or water one tnhlespoon-fu- l
of sugar, a tahlespoonful of fat, a
teaspoonful of salt, one and a sixth
cupfuls of barley flour, two and a
third cupfuls of white flour, and a
half a yeast cake, or a quarter of a
cupful of home made yenst. To make
this use a cake of dry yeast, a pint of
potato water two mashed potatoes,
two tablespoonfuls of sugar and a
teaspoonful of salt, let stand over
night, add two tablespoonfuls of flour
and put away in a covered Jar. It
will keep for two weeks in a cold
place.
Flfty-FiftRye Yeast Bread. Take
a cupful of milk or water, potato water Is good, a tablespoonful of fat,
two of sugar, a teaspoonful of salt,
two and a fourth cupfuls of wheat
flour, the same of rye, and a half cupful of home made yeast. Do not add
all of the flour In the above breads
until the time for kneading.
Let not a crumb of any food be
wasted. If your family does not like
h

h

one-sixt- h

h

y

Reason and Emotion.
What a mysterious conflict that Is
between the reasoning power, which
keeps pointing out the right road, and
emotional faculty,
an
which. "seek '.'to draw one along the
wrong road. Indulging the wrong hab
Its Always .ma,kes tie upward path so
much, steeper and1 the downward path
so much easier, - How fortunate that
matt IS whose false Steps ure arrested
by a friendly tijucli f common sense
disguised in a fiasV of "satire! 8lr
George Beid.
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ROOSEVELT

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

Flaukar

Bojrla

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

Tax Official Raturn Horn
County Commissioners, J. S. Pearce
and County Assessor Burl Johnson,
returned Thursday from Santa Fe,
where they had been attending a
meeting of the State Tax Commission and County Assessors.
iThey
report an interesting meeting and it
is believed that their presence at
this meeting will proye a good investment for the tax payers of
Roosevelt County, for their time and
expenses while away. Portales News.

:,

Thursday morning at the church
of the Holy Faith Miss Myrtle Boyle
of this city and Allen Fletcher, of
Ryegate, Montana, were married by
Rt. Rev. F. B. Howden, of Albuquerque, bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal diocese of New Mexico.
The bridal couple were attended by
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Boyle. Only relatives and intimate friend were
present at the weddiflia eeremnnv.
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher ara very popular in Santa Fe, they have many
friends here whose best wishes go
with them to their sew home in
Montana.

in the basement which hat
converted into a banquet hall for the
occasion. AL Morrison's orchestra
will play of course.
Tickets art
$1.50 and admit one couple.

Bank lacraaaaa Capital Stock
services were an especially charmOilman Kinscll and Kichard Kaunc,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ncwhall and
ing feature of the religious observAt a meeting of the board of difamily are spending Christmas week two Santa l'e young men, will leave
ance of the birth of Christ. HunLET THE PAST GO
the first of the year for Leon Spring,
m Albuquerque.
rectors of the Estancia Saving! bank,
dreds of Catholics and not a few
Texas to enter the officers training
neid December litn,. this bank innon Catholics began their Christmas
Do not begin the new year
Royal A. Prentice, an attorney of cami.
creased its capital stock to $25,000.
to
or
celebration Monday night by atyourself
by recounting
Tucumcari, is among the business
setting aside $5,000 to surplus acothers all your losses and
Dr. A. D. Crile, president of the
tending the beautiful and impressive
visitors in Santa Fe.
count
d
ceremonies of midnight mass
New Mexico Agricultural and
This gives this bank an actual
SAN JUAN
Let the past po.
ducted by Rev. Archbishop Pohn B.
Spitz is leaving the second anical Arts college at Las Cruces, is
working capital of $30,000.
Should some good friend presthe
New
at
of
St.
of Januarv for Little Hock, Arkan- - a business visitor in the city this
Cathedral
Eva
Year'
Elks
at
jPitaval
At the same meeting of the board
wee
ent you with material for a
As the old vear silentlv slides nasi
Francis, where scores of faithful
sas. to report for duly.
First Court In Two Years
'
dividend was
inregular
t t..
"""line
i... ". l.:
members
would
received
Communion.
garment,
you
lovely
.Holy
court
taken
was
of
the
The time
':X ..Tmi
"J'?"1 . "Jw.inye" declared, this time on the basis of
sult her by throwing it aside
;The Christian brothers had charge ...v.- .evem
Mm. Milton J lleltnick has ho tie
0'apit.m C. T. Ilrewn, of Socorro, up mainly witli the trial of Jose
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Kinds
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

AUDITORIUM HOTEL

'Most convenient Hotel
Denver for Shopping.
block
from
Denver Dry
Only
Company
blocks from Lewis Dry Goods
Only
blocks from Joslin Dry
Only
blocks
to Daniel Fisher Dry Goods
Only
blocks
to the main theatres and all
Only
main picture shows.

TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED
ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL

Bananas

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Oranges
Apples

Grapes

Vegetables

Sweet Potatoes

Celery

rn

WE HAVE THEM ALL

'

KAUNE'S

hr

j

Phone26

-

HRISTMAS and NEW
YEAR HOLLIDAY
RATES'

y.

io

ft

and

Catarrhal
Cough
a

guests.

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE
The dinng room is attractive and prices ver
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings

TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.

Mr. W.
Brown, R, F. D. No. 4,
Box 82, RogersviUe, Tennessee, Any one
a
writes:
"I feel It my duty to recommend Suffering with
Peruna to all suffer r of catarrh or Catarrh in
cough. In the year 1909, I took a
severe case of the la grippe. I then Any form
took a bad cough. I had taken all
kinds of cough remedies but got no I will
relief. I then decided to try Peruna. Adrixe them
I used Are bottles. After taking fire
bottles my cough stepped and my To take
catarrn was cured. My avera&e
weight was US and now I weigh
14SH. Any one suffering with esv
turn tn any form I will advise them to These who ebjeet ts liauM
sines sen orssure Peru Tsalsta.
take Peruna."

jQ'

EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
LONG EXPERIENCE
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY
CORRECT FITTING OF
EYE GLASSES
LAUCHLIN BUILDING
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Peruna

r

Third Fare
the Round Trip
points in
and Portales to
Canutillo and
Tuna,
Dates of sale from Santa Fe, December 20,
24, 25 and 31st. From all other points: December 21, 24, 25 and 31st. 1917. Return
limit January 2nd, 1918. Except that tickets
sold on December 20th and 21st., will bo
limited to January 7th., 1918.
For further particulars, call on any agent
Santa re.
f
JL L CREED. Passeager A.w.t.1
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